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The Steel Industry's Central Role in Sustainable Development 

by Ian Christmas, Deputy Secretary General 
International Iron and Steel Institute, Brussels 

I was very pleased to accept the invitation from UNIDO to address this meeting. The steel industry is by 
far the largest and most important metallurgical industry in the world today. Steel is the premier 
engineering and construction material of modem man. Steel is also deeply consdous of its commitment to 
reconcile its central role in the improvement of the quality and standard of life of mankind with the 
protection of the environment 

Steel is an enthusiastic supporter of the concept of sustainable development, that is the need to satisfy the 
needs of the present generation without comprising the ability of future generations to do the same. On the 
occasion of the Earth Summit in Rio in 1992, members of llSI adopted a statement on the environment 
which underlines the priority which steel gives to sustainable development. Our Statement set out the 
principles that we believe lead to environmental excellence in the operations of our industry. I intend to 
use these principles as the framework for my remarks this momirg. But first I shall briefly introduce HSI to 
those of you who are not familiar with our Organisation. 

1151 is the world forum for the steel industry. We are a non-governmental private organisation based in 
Brussels. Our members are steel companies in 50 countries around the world. These include 55 of the top 60 
companies and in total our members account for nearly 75cti of the total world steel production in the 
market-based economies. Our members are both public and private owned companies and our 
membership is as strong in developing countries as in the industrialised countries, and with electric-arc 
steel producers as well as with integrated steel producers. We represent producers of flat steel products, 
long steel products, special steels, engineering steels and stainless steels. 

The role of the Institute is to bring the industry together to exchange ideas and knowledge and thereby 
improve the competitivP position of steel. The focus of our activity is in six main areas. These are: 
Technology. Environment, Stati.c;tics and Economic Studies, Raw Materials, Human Resources, and 
Promotion and Market Development. 

A very recent illustration of our work is thfa decision by 32 steel companies in all five continents to work 
together in a 20 million US dollar consortium to design and build a ultra-light st.eel autobody. This project 
is being undertaken in conjunction with Porsche Engineering in the USA and has already demonstrated 
that it is possible to reduce the weight of a mid-sized passenger car ty 253 without incurring any extra 
costs to the manufacturer. nus is not the case with other materials such as aluminium, which can only 
achieve similar levels of weight saving at a fundamentally higher cost. 

The subject of the consultation over the next three days is Environmental Management in the Metallurgical 
• lndusb)'. llSl's Statement on the Environment is primarily addressed to its own members, and gives 

guidelines on how environmental considerations should be: incorporated into every aspect of the 
management of a steel enterprise. 

I would like to stress that we see no conflict between these principles. which are appropriate for our 
industry, and :he more general principles which are set out in the International Chamber of Commerce 
Busines.s Charter on Sustainable Developrr.ent. 

The Institute has given its support to the ICC Business Charter which has also been endors.cd by many 
individual companies. 
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There .are lt>n C'll'menls It' our St.1tt.•mcnt on the Env1ror.mt.•n1: 

1. Sustainable Droelopmt'nt 
The first and the most important element is the requirement to mcorpor.ate the principles of sustainable 
development into decision-making at all levels and throughout the life cycle of our products and 
processes. We believe the principles of sustainable development are fully compatible with the operation 
and development of the steel industry. We are fortunate that the steel industry makes use of some of 
the most abundant natural resources in the world. such as coal and iron ore. which are unlikely to run 
out in the next thousand years. More importantly. now over 40% of total steel production is based on 
recycled rather than virgin materials, and this has been growing proportionately in recent years. Steel is 
t~ most recycll'd of all materials. 

2. Dtcision·making 
It is important to incoqx>rate sound science, risk aSSt:Ssment and cost benefit analysis in establishing the 
priorities and standards for continuous anJ fundamental improvements in environmental performance. 
We believe that investment should first be made where the environmental benefits are highest. 

J Environmmtal Prottction 
Environmental protecbon must include the creation and support of an internal organisation to integrate 
effective man.1gement policies and practices into each business activity as an essential element of sound 
management. Most steel companies have established a clear environment policy for their business and 
have designated the senior manager who is personally and directly responsible for the company's 
envirorunental performance. In many companies the specialist environmental department is large 
reflecting the complexity of national and local requirements and the major investment programmes that 
have been made by industry. However the most important point is that the management at the top of 
the company must set the priority for environmental protection and lay down clear policies from which 
other members of staff can operate. 

4. Environmmtal Managtmtnt Systems 
Environmental management systems within a steel company include those? to ensure the safe and 
responsible life cycle management of chemicals and processes, and systems to measure the 
~vironmental impact of current or any planned new pr'Xesses. They include the internal auditing of 
environmental performance. and systems to ensure rapid response to any emergencies. 

5. [ntJironmmtal TtchnologitS 
The steel industry of the 1950's and 1960's was a major source of air pollution and addressing this 
problem has accounted for nearly over 50% of total e1'penditure on environmental control by the steel 
industry over the last two decades. The results have been dramatic. For example, in Germany, 
emissions dropped from over 9 kilograms per ton of crude steel or 300.000 tons of material in the early 
1960's, to 2.4 kilograms per ton or less by the late 1970's, and below 1 kilogram per ton today. We 
estimate that over the last decade, over 10% of the total capital expenditure by the steel industry has 
been on environmental control equipment 
For our member companies this represents an investment over the last ten years of close to 20.000 
million USS. 

6. Rtsourct Managnntnt 
The steel industry h.1s sought to en.surf! that a greater percentage of available scrap is collectl'd and 
returnl'd to steel plants. Nearly 1003 of the ferrous materials for the passenger car arc now recycled 
thanks to steel's unique advantage of being magnetic, which facilitates separation. In most countries 
steel packaging is the leading material for fooJs and beverage cans and the target of increasing the 
percentage recycled should help to minimise tile quality dumped in landfill with other household waste. 

Tod:ty about 903 or the solid by-products waste generated in steel production can be recycled, either by 
treatment or recharging to the process or through the sale of the material. The most significant volume 
relates to the productJon of slags. The steel industry has developed applications for blast furnace slag 
for road awegate and cements. 

i. [nrrty Managtmtnt 
The steel industry 1s a major use of energy. Accordingly the focus on energy efficiency has bttoi very 
strong and as a result savings of neMly 203 in to,al specific energy consurr.ption have been achieved 
~mc2 the 1970's. 

• 
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Tlis is a result of a number of factors. firstly the rt..'pi.icement of ob~)lt..'te steelmaking proct:>sx•s and 
S<'condly the replacement of ingot casting with continuous casting of steel. The percentage of connnuous 
cast steel in market-based economies rose from under 10% in 1970 to well over 80% last vear. 
Continuous casting saves energy by the removal of a complete process stage in the manufacture of steel. 
al'd by significantly reducing the amount of crude stee~ required for each ton of finished steel supplied 
to the customer. Thirdly the ins~allatton of waste-heat recovery units on major production facilities and 
fourthly by the optimisation of opeiating practice and the rationalisation of products. 

8. Education, Training and Information 
Environmentai improvements can be achieved by educating every singl~ employee to the benefits of 
0perating in full awareness of the environmental impact uf their action. There are many examples 
where general education programmes for the total workforce has lead to significant improvements in 
the environmental performance of steel plants. An informed debate in the community on the steel 
industry's impact on the environment requires an open !!:alogue and comprehensive reporting by steel 
companies. We encourage 1151 mcrnbers to report on their environmental policies and programmes and 
on key operating performance data. 

9. Research Innovation and Teclrnical Co-operation 
Observers of the steel industry today will know that the pace of tel'.hnical change and development in 
our industry is faster than at probably any time in its history. Not only are there dramatic 
improvements in the efficiencies as a result of the introduction of new tec'mologies such as thin slab or 
strip casting, but the rate at which new steels are being developed is pas~;ng onto our customers major 
opportunities for savings in the weight of steel used in many apphntions. The importance of this 
research and development effort and product innovation Frogramme to continuous improvement in 
steel's environmental impact cannot be overstated. 

10. Govnnmmt Requirernent 
The steel industry recognise:. that environmental issues will continue to be a high priority. Investments 
will be maintained in research and developmer.t on new recycling and environmental control 
technologies. New steelmaking processes will be cleaner and mo~e energy efficient. 
However today in many areas. the steel inJustry is close tc the limit on what can be achieved from 
existing technology. Further significant improvements in either its emissions or its consumption of 
energy will require the development of new processes which 11re unlikely to become commercially 
feasible before the next century. A case in point is a generation of significant volumes of C02 by the steel 
industry as the inevitable by-product of the reduction of iron ore to pure metal in the blast furnace. No 
feasible economic alternative to blast furnaces exists today ior the bulk of iron production, and therefore 
the ability of the indu~try to reduce C02 emissions beyond that achieved over the last 20 years is strictly 
limited. Accordingly, the propoS.lls to introduce carbon taxes which form part of the agenda of the UN 
Framewo:-k Convention on Climate Change. represent a significant threat to the steel industry's ability 
to innovate and develop in the future. 

A key issue in the next decade is the trade-off and priorities given to further environmental control 
within our industry. Jn scme areas the steel industry is entering the area of rapid diminishing returns to 
further expenditure where the level of further improvement achieved cannot be justified in terms of its 
use of scarce economic resources. 

These are the set of principles· ,1hich we believe should guide environmental management in our industry. 

I would now hke to :-.ay a few words on the present programme on environmental issues beinr, pursued by 
the steel industry through our Institute. 

The priority given to environmental issues is underlineJ by the creation thrl"l' years aro of a Committee of 
the Board of Dm.'Ctors specifically charged with the respon!>1b11ity of overseeing the steel industry's 
environmental policy. This Committee, which is chaired by tht.> Chairman of Hoogovcns Group, and has 
representation from the heads of steel companies in all p.uts ot the world. has bc.-cn very active in 
promoting and encouraging the steel industry to take a pro-active role m the ongomg environment debate 
m our societies. 
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Lifc Cycle Assessment 

A! its annual meeting in Rio de Janeiro two weeks ago. the Board of Directors of the Institute gave the go
ahead to the undertaking of a 800,000 dollar project on producing a comprehensive life cycle inventory 
database for the steel industry. This will be for 15 steel products with applications in automotive. 
con.c;truction and packaging, and include data from steel plants in all five continents. Life cycle assessment 
is a tool which is increasingly being used to study the environmer.t.tl impact of the production and use of a 
product or service. It involves an analysis of the totality of the use of materials and output of emissions 
over the complete life cycle of a product from the extraction of raw materials. its production. distribution. 
use and its recycling or disposal. Life cycle assessments can be useful in identifying the priorities for 
improvements in process or product design. They enable trade-offs in environmental improvements to be 
identified. One example is where further reduction of emissions to air from a steel plant can only be 
achieved using significant increased quantities of electrical energy. The production of th!.:: energy can 
generate greater emissions of dust from the power station so that the overall impact of a policy of seeking 
further reduction in emissions at the steel plant is to increase total emissions of the system. 

The reality in the field of environment is that the issues are compleJC and involve trade-offs for society. 
There are many cases where choices or priorities have to be made both by steel enterprises and sooety as a 
whole. and life cycle assessment can be valuable in this regard. The steel industry is anxious to play a full 
and informed role in this debate with both its customers and society as a whole, and thc-refore feels it is 
necessary for it to place in the public domain a comprehensive set of data outlining the envirfJnmental 
impact associated with the production of steel products up to the moment of their despatch to their 
customers. 

Co·opcution with UNEP 

1151 works closely with the United Nations Environment Programme. We are currently completing the 
production of a major publication entitled "Guidelines on Environmental Management in the Steel 
lndustf}"'. This will be published at the beginning of neict year jointly by 1151 and UNEP. It will be 
available in English, French and Spanish and will represent an important point of reference for both steel 
managers and government and regulatory agencies wishing to undcr..tand the key environmental 
management issues in our industry and the best management practices which are used. I am only sorry 
that this publication is not available for c:!isbibution at this meeting, but I commend all the. participants here 
to consult the document when it is published next year. 

EN CO STEEL 

To encourage an open exchange of infonl'ation on best practice in environmental management in the steel 
industry, 1151 has sponsored a number of major international conferer.ces in recent years. In 1993 we 
published a comprehensive set of papers outlining the st.ate-of·the-art on environmental management 
which were prepared tor a conference in Dusseldorf in 1992. Preparations have already started for the next 
major conference which will be held in Stockholm in June 1997 entitled "ENCOSTEEL 1997". 

The time and venue have been chosen since it will be the 25th Anniversary of the foundation of UNEP in 
Stockholm in 1972, but it will also be the 250th An11iversary of the Swedish Jernkontcrct which is the 
world's oldest steel industry association. 

The Environment Committee of the Institute is anxious to ensure that exchange of information and 
technology occurs throughout our membership in the world. This year the Committee held a Seminar in 
Prague jointly with the Czech Metallurgical Society to enable our members and other steclmakers m 
Central and Eastern Euro?f> to discuss environment<'! management issues with their colleagues in other 
parts of the world. Last year the Environment Committee held its meeting m Brazil to enable a greater 
participat10n amongst our members in Latin America. 

lS.O 

Mo!t of you are aware of the very active work currently underway within the ISO organisation based in 
Geneva developing standards in the field of environmental management. 1151 is accredited to all the 
working groups of TC207 and disseminates information on the 14,000 senec; of standards to 11s members. 
However our own direct invdvcm~nt has focused on developing standards for life cycle assessment and 
we field teams of r.xr~rts from the steel industry at each of the regular working sessions of SCS. 

I I I I I I 
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The development of clear generic standards in the field of environment.11 management 1s beneficial and we 
commend them to our members. We onlv remain concernl--d to ensure that there is no unnecessarv 
duplicatiCln of eft~rt between the establish~cnt of quality man.1gement and em·1ronmcntal manageme~t 
standards in steel companies. and secondly that the whole fidd of standards is not used as an artificial 
barrier to trade between countries. It ;s our ~lief that excellence in total quality and in environmental 
management are both gi••e positive benefits to the ove:-all m.uMgement of steel companies and that good 
and professional standards in this area can but help steel comp.mn~s and their customers. 

I would like to end by summarising the steel industry's environmental policy. ..Member companies of 1151 
are committed to providing leadership in 1chieving a higll standard of environmental care while 
contributing to the needs and prosperity of soaety through the production of steel... May I close my 
remarks in wishing all the participants in this consultation over the next three days. an open and 
productive exchange of views. I hope you will not hesitate to contact me either here or subsequently in 
Brussels if there is any information or any other way in which the Institute can help you. Thank you for 
your kind attention. 

N2~~T.P.~._·!) 
krl ... · ... ( 

;-\ ... ..,4' .. 
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THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY JN INDIA 

U.K. MIITAI • 

General Background 

Steel is an essential input to development and the hallr.1ark of the economy of several countries 
worldwide. Though as a product, steel is considered environmentally friendly, because of its 
almost infinite scope for recyclioi, its production through multipie steps ranging from extraction 
of raw materials to dispatch and reuse of finished products has many environmental implications. 
Steel making is also an energy intensive process. 

All industrial production processes depend upon natural resources for input (source) and for 
disposal of waste (sink). Environmenta: problems are created either when inputs are demanded 
beyond the regenerative capacity at the source and/or when wastes overwhelm the recycling 
and/or absorptive capacity at the sink. The pressure on the source and the sink is detennined by 
the efficien:y of the process. The conversion process must be made as efficient as possible so as 
to provide a much higher output of goods and services from the same resource base and hence 
reduce waste in the from of pollutants in the gaseous, liquid or solid fonns . 

Pollution Scenario in the Indian Steel Industry 

In the Indian subcontinent, like elsewhere, selection of technologies based on the criterion of 
"lowest initial capital investment" has resulted in basketful of technologies which are obsolete 
and which exert increasing pressur~ on the natural res0·~~ce base. 

Most of the steel plants in India were installed and commissioned during the late fifties and early 
sixties. Plant in the private sector, like Tata Iron and Steel Company (TISCO) and Indian Iron 
and Steel Company (IISCO) , were commissioned much earlier. Basic pollution control 
equipment installed with the available technology prevailing at that time was geared mainly to 
satisfy operational needs. Adverse changes in th-:: ray. r:1aterial characteristics . obsolescence of 
the process technology, inadequate growth of infrastructure facilities and lack of timely 
availability of funds for replacement, led to situations where process emissions and etlluents 
could not match the increasingly stringent Government Standards and statutes. Beside the steel 
making technology in itself was responsible for contributing to pollu:ion. Some of these 
techr.ologies are existing even today. Such as : 

• Wet quenching of coke 
• Bell charging system of Blast Furnaces 
• Desiliconising of high silicon hot metal 
• High ash coal contributing to large generation of slag 
• Open hearth steel making 
• Conventional ingot casting and rolling leading to higher scale and scrap g~neration 

apart from high consumption of energy 

Starting with the Stockholm conference on environment ( 1972) • emphasis began to be given 
gradually to integration of environmentai concerns wi•'· ·!-~ devel >pment process. In the initial 
stages of this changeover, environment remained an "add on " components with emphasis on 
"end of pipe" treatment. Rapid industrialisation coupled with reliance on inefficient obsolete 
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technologies built up a backlog of environmental problems - land degradation. air pollution. 
water and noise pollution. specially in the areas with concentratio!l of incustrial units. 

The linkage between Industrial pollution and human health compelled authorities to initiate 

pollution prevention • or atleast control programmes. 

Environment management in the metallurgical and other core secur industries fdl within the 
purview of several national legislations, prominent among these arc 

• Prevention & Control of Polluticn Act for Water, 1974 
• Prevention & Control of Pollution Act for Air, 1981 
• Environment (Protection) i\.ct., 1986 

Policy Initiatives of the G~wernment of India 

The Government of India's announcement of its "Policy statement for abatement of pollution" 
February 1992 gave a much needed fillip to the promotion of"Preventive" rather than "Curative" 
strategy for pollution. The policy recognises that mere notification of laws is not enough. 
Instead. the focus has to be on integration of environmental concerns in the devdopment. 
pl:.mning and poilution prevention at source. by encouraging development and application of 

best available technical solutions. 

Present Status of Pollution Control in Indian Steel Industry. especially 
SAIL 

The Indian Steel industry is today in the midst of a major transformation. Efforts to control 
pollution and mange the steel works e11vironment are being targeted through multipronged 

approaches. 

At Steel Authority of India Limited, for example. environment management and energy 
conservation are thrust areas of attention. Three approaches arc currently being adopted :-

Modernisation Programmes : 

Three of the major steel plants at Durgapur, Rourke la and Bokaro are undergoing technological 
upgradation, Apart from this, major investments are being made for expansion of rolling 
facilities at Salem Steel Plant and for continuous casting facilities at Bokaro. The Modernisation 
programmes woulJ contribute significantly towards improved environmental status at p!ants 
because many of the o:•tmoded and excessively pollution generating process are being replaced 
by energy efficient plants with modem pollution control facilities . (Financial Alloc~lion : Rs. 
480 Crorcs or $ 150 million for Pollution Control at Durgapur, Rourkela. Bokaro 

Modernisation) 

Pollution Control Action Plan : 

To tad.It: pollution from 1he existing production facilities, a Pollution Control Action Plan was 
formulated for SAIL plants in 1992. The Action Plan takes into consideration the technology 
level at steel plants and suitable control facilities that can be accepted. The llSI Action r:an 
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schemes with financial allocation of around Rs. 425 crores or $ 130 million are under various 
c;tages of implementati'ln. About 80 percent of this action plan has already been completed. 

Addition/Modification/Replacement (AMR) Programmes : 

While the Action Plan cove~ the major areas from environmental angle requiring urgent action. 
a continual drive to tie up other areas through small and medi!.lm sized schemes is maintained 
under the AMR schen,es. 

Benefits of Environment Management & Pollution Control Schemes 

Concerted efforts to improve the pollution status over the last few years by upgrading the 
existing pollution control facilities ( 1125 air pollution control facilities and 202 water pollution 
control facilities ) in SAIL plants and mines and installation of new control facilities in the 
upcoming production units has shown the following benefits: 

• Effluent discharged from all SAIL units conforms to national norms for pollution 
control. 

• Ambient Air quality and Noise level around the steel plants and mines and 
surrounding townships are generally within norms. 

• Particulate emissions from majority of stacks (around 30 % ) are within the national 
c;tandards. 

Resource Optimisation at SAIL Plants 

In a high raw material consuming industry as steel, where for every tonne of steel produced . 
approximately equivalent amount of waste is generated • resource conservation has a 
tremendous impact on both upstream anc! downstream facilities. SAIL is stri\ ing to ad1ieve 
resource conservation through the following measures : 

• lmpro,·emcnt in process technology 

Coke making : 

Iron Making : 

Steel Making : 

· Introduction of PBCC and Stamp Charging in Coke Ovens 
·Ceramic Welding to prevent cross -wall leakages 
- Phasing out conventional short Coke Ovens by taller and wider 

hattcries 

- I ncrcasing sinter percentage in Blast furn aces 
• Improving Coke quality 
- Coal Dust Injection 
- Maintaining higher top pressure and higher blast temperature 

- Replacement of Open Hearth Furr.1ces by Basic Ox)' gen furnaces 
- Phasing out of Ingot Casting and switching over to Continuous 

C asting 
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• Reuse/Recycling of Wastes Generated 

• Increased Sinter Production Facilities 
Being the scavenger unit of _a sted plant, Sintcring plants make use of fines generated 
during mineral extraction processes and the ferrugincus wastes generated from variou5 
processes cf steel production. Percentage of sinter in Blast Furnace feed in SAIL plants 
varies from 53 to 75 percent 

• lncreasin~ the :,crap consumrtion in Steel Melting Shop 
• Use of • .• astes as raw -naterial input:; in other applications 
• Cast House Slag granulati<:'n facilities for Blast furnace slag. Granulated slag is sold to 

cement manufacturers. 
• Networking with Railways and national research l~~ ~r:itcries for increasing the use of 

BOF slag as rail ballast. 
• Exploring the technc,iogies and market for fly-ash bricks, aggregates. etc. 

Energy Consenation : 

The sustained efforts towards energy conservation have resulted in the reduction of specific 
t!nergy consumption from 11.42 Gcal per tonne of crude steel in 1986-87 to 8.82 Gcal per 
tonne of crnde steel in 1994-QS , a reduction by 23 percent. Some of the main areas have 
been: 

• Use of better coal blend 
Modernisation of Blast Furnaces e.g. introduction of bell less top for uniform 
distribution of burden 

• Usage of mort> sinter in the burden 
• Increased use of concast technology 
• Replacement of open hearth furnaces by basic mrygen furnaces 
• Installation of microproci!ssor based combustion controlled system 

Current Trends Jn Environment l\1anagement Jn The Indian 
Metallurgical Jr. dustry - Role of Cleaner Technologies 

As outlined above . although concerted effort!. are on in the Indian steel industr) to better 
manage the steel works environment . there is tremendous scope for improvement in terms of 
resource op!imisation and efficiency imprcvement. Efficiency improvements in technology can 
lead to reduced pressure on the resource hase , both on the source and the sink side and result in 
the increased production of goods and services. Cleaner technologies arc considered to he the 
appropriate answer to achieve the foll0wing ·-

• Waste prevention and minimisation by reduced consumption of raw materials 
• Modification and upgradation of the process so that the optimal utilisation of natural 

resources is achi«ved 
• Adoption of a prevenfr.'.;. rather than a c0rrective approach to pollution ahatement . 

• 



• 
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The major environmentally cleaner emerging tt!ehnologies m the global skd technology 
scenario are : 

• Corex 
• Hi-Smelt 
• DIOS 
• Romelt 

All these technologies can be ca!egorised under one head viz_ smelting reduction technologies_ 
These technologies involve direct reduction & smelting of lump ore/pellets/ore fines into hot 
metal using non coking as the fuel by-passing the environmentally polluting coke making and 
sintering processes _ 

Of the above technologies • Corex has already reached commercial scale applicatipn and 
remaining three are under development on a demonstration scale. 

The adoption of cleaner technologies in the developing countries is usually hindered not merely 
by lack of capacity to manage technological change, but also by the lack of region "specific 
infonnation which can be easily retrieved . The Government of India is currently making 
operational a ambitious Cleaner Technology Promotion Network Programme through the 
networking of several specialised agencies. The priority areas identified for this network are 
steel. cement. fertilisers and pesticides, chemicals and allied industries. thermal power with 
emphasis on boiler design and cle:i··. coal technologies and transportation sector. 

It is hoped that the adoption of the cleaner state-of-the-art technologies, essential for efficient 
industrial operations and environmental management shall be facilitated through this 
networking to achieve the objective of sustainable development. 

NF.XT PAG!!(S) 
left u: .. -'\r.:l< 
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Non Ferrous Metais Industry - Action P1an 

Sanjeev Ranjan 

Most of the speakers so far have talked of the work done on 

environmental management in the iron and steel sector. No doubt 
steel industry being the largest and most important metallurgical 
industry it has t~ play a leading role but the problems being 

faced by other metallurgical indu~tries are similar and immediate 

challenges in most of the metallurgical industries relate to 

control of air pollution by SO," NO" and CO" solid waste disposal, 
recycling and waste water treatment. 

I would like to suggest that. we should put in place an 

institutional mechanism of intersectoral cooperation and 
consultation involving the international world forums for mining 

aud metals like steel, aluminium, zinc, lead and nickel. Some 
o:: these world forms have already done commendable work and 
bringing their efforts together would greatly strengthen the 
environmental management practices in the metallurgical iadustry. 

To give an idea of the work done in the field of other 
metallurgical industries I would like to present the case of 
copper industry in India. 

Hindustan Copper Ltd. which is the major copper producer has 
from the beginning been taking adequate pollution control 
measures. Talking of solid pollutants, tailings which 5-s the 
major effluent from the concentrator plant are stored in tailing 
dams. Slag coming out of the flash furnace is granulated and 
sold to cement manufacturers. For c0ntrol of air pollution, the 
off gases are laid through, cyclone and elect::ostatic 
precipitations for dust removal so t:1at the air emitted conforms 

to emission standards. SO" bearing off gas is treated in gas 
cleaning plane for removal of traces of dust and sox and 

production of H2S04 • For treating liquid effluents from 
concentrator, smelter, acid plant and refinery there are 
individual treatment plants after which, for settling, water is 
stored in lagoons, which is then recycled. 

For further improving the environrr,ental condition and in 
keeping in view of the regulatory requirements of Pollution 
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Control Board the company has in the last two years made c.n 

investment 
( i) 

(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

of Rupees 150 Crores for installation of: 
double hood oven convertors 
additional gas cleaning plant 
H2S04 plant 
alkali scrubbing plant 

For energy conservation and for obtaining higher sulphur 
recovery, oxygen enrichment of flash furnace proce_ss air has 

been introduced. 
Similar arrangements for po~lution control have been adopted 

by the Zn and Pb industry. But in some cases the industry in 
order to comply with the regulatory requirements have resorted 
to short term end-of-pipe solution which may become inadequate 
over time and there is a need to find safe recycling solutions 
for which interregional/intersectoral experience 
sharing/consultation would certainly be mutually beneficial. 

Energy conservation, pollution control and environmental 
management go hdnd in hand ana in keeping with Agenda 21 adopted 
at the UN Conference on Environment and Development there is a 
need for the metallurgical industry to adopt strategies for 
sustainable development. Increasingly stringent regulatory 
requirements, implications of Based Convention and the proposal 
to introduce carbon tax in some countries call for larger 
investment in research and development on new recycling and 
pollution control technologies for the industry to develop in the 
future. 

In the case of the steel industry a system of 
regional/global conferences and regular publications has been 
initiated and a similar arrangement covering all sectors of the 
metallurgical industry is required to be put in place for open 
exchange of information. 

For funding such environment management activities, 
resources may be generated with contributions from waste 
exporting countries keeping in view the basic principle that the 
Polluter Pays for the wastes generated. 
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I am su~e that there is no doubt in the minds of any one of 

us that in wining, extraction, ~roc~ssing and handling of netals 

greatest care should be exercised to safeguard the human, a~imal 

and planet life from harmful effects. There is no development 

alternative to sustainable development and I am sure that by th~ 

end of the conference we should be able to chalk out a clear plan 

of activities for achieving it. 

Nr;:XT !=>!H~~(S) 
icft i.: __ :~.iK 

--~· 
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Experiences and Needs 
in the Latin American Steel Industry 

Ing. Luis Alberto Trama 
. lnstituto Argentino de Siderurgia (IAS} 
. Technical Secretary of !~e CADIMA (Advisory Council of the 

ILAFA Board of Directors on Environment) 
• Regional Coordinator for UNIDO Projects in Latin American steel 
industry. 

General outline 

1) Introduction and objectives. 

2) Previous joint activities between UNIDO and the Argentine Iron and Steel 
Institute. 

3) Creation of CADIMA - Summary of its activities. 

4) Experiences in mutual Regional Technical Assistance. 

5) Publishir.g of up-dated technical information. The Environment and 
Development Series. 

6) Organization of Regional Meetings a:id Technical Assistance of Extra -
Regional Experts. 

7) Creation of Regional Reference Centers. The BATNEEC criteria in 
developing Gountries. 

8) Commitment to Environmental International Standardization. 

9) Future Perspectives and Proposals. 

10) Concluding remarks. 
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I) Intr11d11ction and obiectives : .. 
The environmental impact of the iron and steel industry on the air water and 
land is well known all over the world but this issue is of a particular 
importance in the Latin American Region. 
The iron and steel industry is one of the most capital intensive industrial 
sectors in our continent and its participation in the world steel production is 
increasing and will c.'tinue this trend in the near Mure. 

The following figur- '. are very clear in this sense: 

Item 1992 1993 1994 

Wortd raw stee' ;;roduction {million ton) 723,6 730,5 723.7 

Latin American raw steel production 42,2 43,6 46.0 
{million ton) 

% Participation of Latin America 5,83 5,97 6.36 

Wortd apparent steel consumption 612,8 617,1 626.3 
{million ton) 

Latin American apparent steel consumption 25,6 26,9 31, 1 

% Participation of Latin America 4,18 4,36 4.96 

er00u.c.tiaa ia Latia tjcn~d.ca ll 000 U 
Iron Ore 183122 159174 182900 

Pellets 37394 43990 52216 

Primary iron 37115 38025 40924 

Steel 42215 43598 45983 

Continuous Casting 27440 29098 30809 

The social, health and economical structural problems of our emerging 
countries build up the framework in which we must analyze the topics of 
this First Global Consultation. 

Although many efforts have been made about pollution prevention and in 
many places the steel industry behaves as a leader among other industrial 
sectors being much more proactive, many problems still are deman<1ing 
urgent solutions. 

As it will be explained in this paper. UNIDO has played a very important 
role in the introduction of new concepts about cleaner technologies and 
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environmental management in the steel industry of our Region by different 
interesting and useful ways_ 
The objectives of this presentation are basically two: 

1.1)To show how we have worket1 in the IAS and ILAFA through UNIDO 
cooperation and also through mutual regional technical- assistances, by 
t~e diffusion of up-dated technical informations, organization of regional 
meetings and the assitance of extra-regional experts_ 
We will also comment some particular points of view about the 
necessity of the creation of reference centers in the Region and the 
introduction of the "best available technologies not envolving excessive 
cost" criteria. 

1.2)To describe the major issues and challenges that the Latin American 
steel industry is facing at the present time. 
For example a greater commitment to the process of the environmental 
international standardization is needed because it may become in trade 
harries for our developing countries_ 
The eventual future restrictions to the import of co-products for 
recycling is another important issue for the metallurgical sector. 
Of course the incorporation of new technologies for pollution prevention 
in order to reach more stricter standards and the new requirements cf 
the international market are of first oriority. It's very important to point 
out that this process must be developed jointly with a very deep plan of 
training in order to be able to select the more ade~uate technologies 
(both from the technical and economic aspects) considering the special 
characteristics of each place and case. 
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2) Previo11s join activities between UN/DO and tlie Argentine lro11 
and Steel Institute (/AS) : 

The IAS received precious assistance from UNIDO by means of the 
DP/ARG/81/010 - a wholehearted support for the developmentof the iron 
and steel industry in Argentina - . which was officially approved on October 
21st, 1982 for a total amount of$ 1,411,300 (Overhead, not included), and 
which had as a part$ 500,000 by way of a contribution from the IAS for the 
shared payment for costs. 
These were the recommendations outlined in the project: 

a) Close and careful consideration of native inputs and raw materials; 

b) Rational administration of the energy resources used for the iron and 
steel industry; 

c) Optimization of technicoi processes: 

d) Development of new kinds of steel. 

From April to May 1988 the project was submitted to a meticulous 
examination and. according to this analysis, the objectives of the project 
came to fulfilment. It has been estimated that, thanks to this project, net 
savings on tr.e order of u$s 15.000.000 a year were collected, apart from 
causing the production to rise approximately u$s 38.000.000 a year - not to 
mention the co"ltribution to the increment in exports to the value of u$s 
40.000.000 a year. 

Another worth-mentioning experience of mutual assistance between the 
IAS and UNIDO was that of the TF/GL0/89/901 project, .which aimed at 
providing "A Methodological Approach to Assist Developing Countries in 
Assessing Existing and New CleanerT echnologies for the Steel Industry", 
also called this Project "Model Steel Works". 

The principal advantages obtained by this UNIDO Project were: 

a) A greater awareness and an effect which will bring about more 
dynamism in the field of environmental management in the iron and steel 
industry as a whole, as well as in those plants of ACINDAR - one of the 
private member companies belonging to the IAS - in particular. 

b) The training of Argentine professionals and the supply of operating 
manuals on a number of those key subjects regarded as beiilg the most 
relevant ones, which will come C'f use when training technical staff, in the 
different Argentine plants. 
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c) T~e supply of display monitors to test air quality, whose use will be 
insured by the IAS to be put into practise in all different steel works. 

d) The good diagnosis made by the Japanese committee v1hen in their 
"Fact Finding Mission", was found to be of great help, since it 
recommended solutions at different levels: housekeeping, simple and 
economical proposals and major investments. 

e) In fact, ACINDAR has implemented some of the "Remedial Measures", 
which were suggested in the "Fac.i Finding Mission", such as that of 
installing a degasifying unit, or of introducing changes in the steel plant 
operating system, and that of improving the management of liquid 
effluents, as well. 

f) Furthermore, ACINDAR begun to develop into the possibilities of 
recycling a number of its by-products and solid waste, with an eye to 
taking advantage of the experiences about recycling of electric arc 
furnace dcst as recommend~d. by the Austrian experts who attended the 
Training Sessions, and as the Argentine representatives were able to 
appreciate when in Austria (Workshop held in Vienna I Visits to plants) 

g) The co-operation and support manifested by not only the people from 
UNIDO, but also the experts involved in the event, during all the time the 
project was carried out, has been recognized and thanked for in 
Argentina as it has contributed to the impro.,1ement of the original 
environmental situation. 
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3) Creation Q/CADIMA - Summaq of its activities : 

There was a growing anxiety all over the worfd - and Latin America was not 
the exception to the rule - owing to the mere fact that the damage caused 
to the environment, and its consequences for mankind and nature in 
general, were not anywhere near improvement. 

A number of different international organizations, the United Nations, and 
National and State governments, not to menlic~ those in MlJ!licipalities, had 
not only cried out for help, but also were working on the legislation and on 
the measures to be taken for the protection of environment. 

By virtue of what was stated above, and since it was a must to join forces in 
view of a further contribution to the research, and the achievement of 
measures - which would be of service when coming to the control and 
r~duction in the pollution affecting the environment -. ar.d as co-operc. tion 
with the authorities - in the environmental study - became a need, the 
Board of Directors of the Latin American Iron and Steel Institute (ILAFA), 
had decided to approve of the creation of an Advisor Committee, whose 
objectives would be: 

- Having, at a Regional level, a system of information on: 

a) legislation for the environmental protection, not only within the 
different countries in the region, but also in those highly- developed 
countries - with a special emphasis on those subjects related to the 
iron and steel industry. 

b) Experiences in environmental problems in the iron and steel industry; 
their effect and the courses of action to be taken in order to protect the 
,~nvironment. 

c) Events ( Such as: Conferences, congresses, seminars, courses of 
study, etc.) which should be held at a national level, as well as at an 
international level; particularly 011 the subject of environmental 
problems which affect the iron and steel industry. 

d) Systems and methods for monitoring, controlling and assessing 
special cases in which pollution is caused by effluents produced ir. 
the iron and steel industry. 

e} Projection of a different image for the iron and steel industry - one in 
which it should :.ie the producer of fully-recyclable material. 
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- Based on the above-mentioned objectives. its activities would be: 

a) Acquainting the iron and steel industries in the region with the 
information just shown, aiming at attaining the objective that, by 
means of the Advisor Committee and the National Working Groups, 
their exch3nge remain stable - with the assistance and under the co
ordination of llJ.\FA. 

b) Making seminars and courses of study, on the subject, take p:a~. 
with the support of the experts in the region as well as of those 
provided by the United Nations. 

c) Doing specific research on the environmental effect led by the 
different processes involved in the iron and steel production in the 
region, and taking all the necessary steps for its monitoring and 
reduction I reve;--:;ion. 

d) Making use of the COPANT-ILAFA Program for Regional Iron and 
Steel Normalizatinn, in order to co-operate with the making of the 
Panamerican regulations for the control and assessment of the 
environmental quality ( Based on the confirmation of the ISO 
international standards). 

e) Obtaining political, technical, fir.ancial and f:scal cor.ditions which may 
favor the inclusion of measures in the iron and steel industry, for 
environmental protection. 

f) Promoting an active and permanent exchange of experiences 
between raw material producers and iron and steel producers, on the 
subject of environmental problems, and, as far as possible, getting the 
members of the Working Groups in the different countries to take part 
in the observance of the courses of action to be taken and of its 
consequences. 

g) Have a share in the activities to be carried out by those specialized 
organizations like UNIDO, llS!, etc. 
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4) Experiences in mutual Regional Technical Assistance : 

Goals attained and Conclusions 

a) We have fostered the exchange of concrete experiences in plants, 
among professionals from operation areas. As a result, those countries 
in the Region, which were more developed, conveyed the learning 
gained to those countries which needed it most. 

b) We have been granted the possibility of being informed of relevant 
concepts which were sur,gested by extra· regional experts. These 
professionals had been previously selected, according to their 
experience, to how practical they were when recommending solutions 
and to their prior knowicdge of the situation Latin America was 
undergoing. 

c) The presence of regional experts in different fields ( liquid, solid and 
gaseous effluents, noise, energy, environmental policy, assessment of 
the environmental effect, etc.) enabled the creation of a network and the 
advantage of being able to request the services of the professionals in 
the region. 

d) Within the framework of such a kind of projects, the professionals were 
able to give concrete technical assistance in the region. ILAFA and the 
National Institutes ( IAS, IBS, IVES, CANACERO, FEDEMETAL, etc.) 
functioned as those in charge of collecting needs while the Regional Co
ordinator organized technical missions which relied on detailed 
information of actual requirements, so as to make rational use of the 
resources. UNIDO served as a catalyst for the mentioned activities, 
covering travelling allowances and fees 

e) The prior needs, which became of particularly interest in countries such 
as Peru, Venezuela, and in some plants in Brazil and in Argentina, came 
und~r these topics: 

e.1) The need of being equipped with units for environmental 
monitoring, in order to determine and rate the level of actual 
pollution which the sector and final effluents produce. (in liquid, 
solid and gaseous states) 

e.2) The taking into consideration that the technical staff in the plant, 
who - in most cases - is familiar with the problems and who is 
motivated by the reversion of the environmental effect, should have 
to be given as right the opportunity of attending technical seminars 
and of visiting iron and steel factories and companies within the 
region, by way of a fast and inexpensive means of self-training. 
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e.3) The need for a comprehensive approach to the environmertal 
effect, that is to say, avoiding limiting the effect to simply the iron 
or steel plant affected, bearing in mind a broader view which 
include neighboring industrial plants apart from the community. 

e.4) The faults in the optimization \Jf the combustion and heating 
processes bring on pollution problems, and, consequently, an 
impoverishing of the product quality, tiigher specific uses of 
energy and a reduction in the productivity. resulting in a set-oack 
for competitiveness. 

--
e.5) The case of some areas which are very polluted like f.:>r example 

the Talcahuano hcubour in Chile, the Chimbote bay in Peru or 
the Riachuelo in Buenos Aires Province of Argentina must be 
considered separately. However, it had not represented a 
problem in which the only o'1e to blame had been the iron and 
steel industry, since some other neighboring companies were 
responsible as well. Technical information had been provided so 
that the iron and steel industry in the area, should have talc:en on 
an active-minded role in respect to the industrial sector and the 
community. 
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5) Pubiisliing of up-dated technical information - Tlze Environme11t 
and the Development Series: 

Today, the rational use of energy, natural resources and the reduction in 
the environmental ~ffect are basically some of the subjects which corr.e first 
in the list of priorities, in the global economy. 
Since 1985, the Argentine Iron and Steel Institute, by means of the 
Committee of Environmental Affairs, which is composed of experts from 
every single member company, has been performing a frW!ful activity at a 
national as to international levels. 

To that effect, we thought it to be of great help to send out information to 
the member companies on the regular basis to up-date them on subjects 
such as: 

- Sustainable Development 
- Strategic planning and environment 
- Position of international companies on the subject 
- Implications of the new standards 
- Recent events in the international iron and steel industry. 

The material released has been submitted tu conscientious study. 
compilation and translation from magazines, international publications, etc. 
We thank the information sent by the Committee of Environmental Affairs 
which belongs to llSI (ENCO-llSI) to which the IAS represents the 
Technical Secretary cf the mentioned Institution in our country. 

For the last fe\· · years this activity has found itself better off on account of 
the fact that the IBS-IAS joint committee started its functions and that 
CADIMA was created -not to mention the regional meetings which took 
place wi~hin the framework of the UNIDO-ILAFA regional programme. 

We sincerely hope the content and the information enclosed in this volume 
will come of use when coming to the realization of the environmental effect 
or simply to be up-dated as to the international recent events. 

The environment and development series of the period 1995 includes the 
following issues : 

- The impact the Basilea Convention had on the scrap trade. The 
international chamber of commerce and the climatic change Conv~ntion. 

- Life Cycle Analysis. 

- Emmisions in the processes of melting scrap en EAF 
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- A programme to minirr.ize and re-use efficiently the wastes from steel 
plants. 

- Statement on the policies put forward by llSI about Life Cycle Analysis. 

- Brazil and the future ISO 14000 Series. 

- Aspects in the steel recycling processes. 

- A rational use of energy and a reduction in the C02 emmisions in the 
German iron and steel industry. An example of autorregutation. 
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6) Organization q{Regional Meetings and Teclinical Assistance Qf 
Extrr.-Regional Experts : 

The organization of Regional Meetings with the Technical Assistance of 
Extra Regional Experts on behalf of liNIDO has been one of the 
outstanding aspects of the cooperation. Next month will take place the Fifth 
Regional Meeting in Vitoria, Brasil but in this opportunity without the support 
of UNIDO. The issues of the Five Reg!onal Meetings were: 

1° - 1991 - Chile Uquid Effluents 
2a - 1992 - Venezuela Solid Waste.> 
3° - 1993 - Argentina Gaseous Effluents and Energy 
4° - 1994 - Mexico Environmental Management and Standardization 
5° - 1995 - Brasil Environmental Quality and Management in different 

stee/making processes. 

As an example we will summarize the most important Conclusions and 
Recommendations drawn from the 3rd and 4th UNIDO-ILAFA Regional 
Meetings: 

6. 1 Conclusions and Recommendations drawn from (he 3rd.UN/DO-/LAFA
IAS Regional MeetiOJJ on the subject of Gaseous Effluents in the Iron 
and Steel Industry in Latin America 

a) Nearly all those countries in the Latin American s·~p; production 
have been brought ir.to this 3rd Meeting within the fr~mework of the 
ONUDl-ILAFA Program. This event manifests the importance and 
the attention the LatinAmerican iron and steel industry is giving to 
the environmental affairs 

To the inclusion of Mexico and Peru in the 2nd Meeting, we are to 
add, now, that of Colombia -not to mention those of Brazil, 
Venezuela and Argentina. As a consequence, the technological co
operation network has been expanded as well as the exchange of 
experiences in the region, made possible.The presence of extra
regional specialises, who, on this occasion. were from the USA and 
Korea, once more. was regarded to have been fundamental. 

b) Once again, it was more than evident our needing for an 
environmental management at the level of corporatic·ns or any other 
productive-economic groups, so as to have a global perception of 
the environmental issue within each and every member company. 
This gives way to a better approach, not only to the causes which 
bring upon environmental problems, but also. to the solutions to be 
implemented by making a more rational use of human and economic 
resources. We have been offered for consideration some 
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experiences in different coul"ifries which demonstrate having made 
headway in this particular subject. 
Such co•Jrses of action have given us vent to act in a practical way 
and to protect our industry from environmental questioning from 
differe~t parts of the society or any other organization. This fact 
affirmed that the iron and steel companies were not to blame for the 
problems but some other companies in the region were. (Whether 
they be :ndustries or not}. 

c) The legislative and normative aspects still represent -not month;~· bi 
the iron and steel industry - grounds for being worried or for being 
critized in different countries; mainly owing to the absence of suitable 
and reasonable possibilities to fulfil or the lack of technical basis. 
Therefore, our suggestion is that of working on the subject at a 
regional level, bearing in mind the different economic processes of 
integration (MERCOSUR, NAFT A, Pacto Andino, G3) 
The first recommendation was to develop regional initiatives with 
respect to the environmental standarization and the comparison of 
regulations at Latin American level. 
As a second recommendation. we find that of stressing the 
LatinAmerican presence in the international regulation organization 
so that our initiatives should have a major influence when setting 
global standards. 

d) Regarding to the application of the ISO 9000 normative sy5tem. 
particularly in the environment and policy areas, we are to confess 
that the need for strengthening co-operation and assistance repeats 
itself once more. Therefore, Latin American companies urge to take 
a more active role in the creation and statement of norms, since the 
above-mentioned subject is intrinsecally linked with the market 
problems. 

e) We have made a point of the importance of the environmental policy 
being intimately related to the energy policy of the company. 
In the consideration of the complete optimization of the combustion 
and heating processes, we are to include not only a reduction in the 
specific consumption of energy, but also an improvement in the 
quality of the product and of the productivity which should be 
compatible with the reduction of its effect on the environment. 
This goal is achieved, on several occasions, by means of a sound 
operating system as well as of the design of the combustion system, 
which should be capable cf meeting the process needs. 

f) Special attention will have to be drawn from now onwards in 
connection with the control and the monitoring of those commonly 
called new or microcontaminant, such as and as a general pattern, 
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the notion that the environmental monitoring. operated through 
networks. needs furU1erspecializing on the regular basis. 

g) Those companies. whose units operate well, should exchange 
experiences in designs. operating systems. and elements with which 
the fumes extraction units are fitted, with the companies. which are 
taking the first steps on the road to implementing the mentioned 
systems. 

h) UNIDO was required to support the co-operation on specific 
technological subjects so as to be aware not to incur in the same 
negative experiences. There are some shining examples of bilateral 
co-operation, such as the ones listed below: 

- The research on the environmental effect, having as a purpose the 
closure of a mineral mine in Venezuela. 

- The assistance for a more improved design of a fumes extraction 
system, in the electric steel plants in Peril. 

- The technical assistance in order to fit oxygen convertors with a 
fumes extraction system, in Colombia. 

- The assistance in the optimization of combustion and heating in 
reheating furnaces, in Peril and Colombia. 

- The technical assistance for the purpose of making a diagnosis of 
the environmental situation in a highly industrialized area, in 
Colombia. 

- The environmental control and of>erating system in coke ovens, in 
Chile. The request for an exchange of experiences among Mexico, 
Brazil and Argentina. 

- The assistance on environmental management system at level of 
directors in the companies. 

- The extra-regional assistance in the management of electric ar 
furnace dust, requested by Brazil and Mexico. 

i) At the meeting, experiences of success have come to light. 
They may be the object of which much advantage can be taken, 
particularly on the following subjects and by the companies named 
below: 

. Control over the coke oven emissions in the iron and steel industry 
in Tubarao (Brasil) . 

. Control over the acid emissions produced by ACINDAR (Argentina) . 

. Relationship between the company and the community in the 
Huachipato iron and steel company. 
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. System for managing dust in those electric steel plants which 
belong to SIDOR, ACINOAR and SIDERCA (Venezuela. Argentina} . 

. Monitoring of air quality in SIDOR. ACINDAR, and the Huachipato 
iron and steel company {Venezuela, Argentina and Chile) 

. Resolution on the dusts analysis made by the National Commision 
of Nuclear Energy, with advanced methods (Argentina) . 

. Optimization of combustion and heating processes, in the IAS . 

. Control over the liquid effluent of coke plants in Brazil. 

j) It was highly recommended to get the conclusions drawn from these 
meetings to be known by the different National Associations, 
Councils and Organizations, which are devoted to working on the 
environmental situation. 

k) It was requested that workshops and courses of study should be 
carried out, particularly on concrete topics, such as: operation and 
service of equipment for environmental protection, plants for coke 
cooking, optimization of combustion and heating, to name some. 

I) A different methodology was recommended for future meetings - one 
similar to the llSl-ENCO kind, which consists in sending out the 
reports some reasonable time before the meeting, by way of 
providing you with a prior panorama of the environmental situation in 
each country. 

II) It was stated for consideration drawing up a list of specialists in every 
single field and from every country to keep the othercountries 
informed of them. 
This should be done by means of the National Committees of 
Environmental Affairs. 

m)Once more, we expressed our thankfulness to UNIDO, and we 
begged for the continuity of the Regional Program, since -regardless 
of counting on little investment- it is leading to outstanding results as 
for the exchange of concrete experiences. aiming at the solution to 
environmental problems on the way to achieving a sustainable 
development in the Latin American iron and steel industry. 
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6.2)Conclusions and Recommendations drawn from the 4th UN/00-JLAFA
CANACERO Regional Meeting on Environmental Management and 
Standardization 

a) The processes of reorganization and privatization of the productive 
steel sector have improved the envircnmental management and its 
has prod!Jced a great advance in the total quality. 

b) Some experiences are taking place about cuantitative evaluati:.r. of 
the environmental performance (ESAP-GEMI). 

c) A growing active minded role is being manifested, in particular. as to 
the community and government offices. At the same time some 
agreements have been signed in certain polluted zones between i.he 
government authorities and the higher directors of the different 
enterprise groups. 

d) It's more than evident the need for a much more active participation 
of the underdeveloped countries in the international standardization 
activity ISO-TC 207. In a short time the ISO standards will play a 
similar role to that today is played by ISO 9000. 

e) It is an adventage the existance in several countries like Brazil. 
Mexico and Chile of organisms like National Councils of 
Environment. 
In other countries there is a lack of these type of organisms. 

f) We must be also aware about the existance of similar public and/or 
private entitles which are working on very similar issues actualiy in 
an isoiated way, bearing no communication among them and 
besides with superposition of their goals and activities. A more 
rational use of these resources must be planned. This was a case 
pointed out by the Peru members of CADIMA. 

g} Some outstanding experiences explained in this 4th M&~ting were: 

g .1) High recycling taxes of by-products in integrated iron and steel 
plants in Brasil. 

g.2) Efforts made in Mexico. in zones were the water is a very 
scarce and expensive resource. in order to recuperate sewage 
wa~er from the municipal treatment plants and its later use in 
the steel plants. 
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g.3) Incorporation of environmental aspects in the extension of the 
useful life of the boilers in the thermal power house of the 
integrated iron and steel plants of Argentina. 

g.4) The human resource was again evidant a fundamental aspect 
to achieve the sucess of the environmental management. The 
participation of professionals of different branches in the 
environmental mana:Jement level of the companies is 
increasing. For example people of security and health, lawers, 
process engineering, accountants, etc. are now present ~~ !h? 
organization. It appeared as very important need the training of 
young professionals in the concepts of sustainable 
development. 
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7) BA TNEEC criteria in developing countries and the creation <if 
reference centers in the region : 

This criteria is not only share by the IAS but also. by means of the direction 
of industrial research, of which the area of energy and environmental affairs 
of our Institute is a part, it represents the main objective of its activity. 

The above mentioned criteria has to be framed within the economic 
situation of our country. Time and money prevent us from doing further 
research or from buying highly costly technology. The solution. to our lowly 
view, is to implement what has already been put into practice in a number 
of developed countries, in other words, the BATNEEC {Best available 
technologies not envolving excessive costs) criteria. 

What is requested for a satisfactory application of the stated criteria or way 
of working? Among some other things. the following: 

- Detailed knowledge of the process 
- Up-dating of knowledge on new technology 
- Opportunities for pilot experimentation 
- Capacity for analysing problems by means of numerical models 
- Intimate contact and joint activities: plant - research institute -

universities. 
- International co-operation 
- Comparison of similar solutions in other plants within the country or 

overseas. 
- Capability of the solution to adapt to special cases, what cannot he 

solved on the regular basis with the purchase of technology. 
- The setting-up of well - established, applied research groups on the part 

of the companies Board of Directors. 

It is our ::itention to provide you with some examples of activities which our 
Institute carries out, particularly in the field of energy and environmental 
affairs and with the strict observance of the criteria. These are those: 

- Optimization of the combustion in the thermal power houses in inte~rated 
iron and steel plants. 
Remodelling of burners in reheating furnaces. 

- Redesign of the combustion system for annealing batch furnaces. 

Like it was declared at the beginning, the responsabilities undertaken in the 
three areas mentioned are just a start for a new management policy, which 
lh;ll make a point of the environmental quality. In some other sectors. 
interesting experiences have taken place, also. Moreover. there were cases 
in which a different criteria was inlroduced -the criteria of the development 

... { ". 
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of new technology free from very high investments- and which brought 
abo4t solutions to the existing problems. 
The experience shown enables us to stand out some features we consider 
worthy of being notic.ed, since they are in accordance with the International 
Iron and Stee! Institute Environmental Management Principles. They are: 

- Management policy, strongly determined to incorporate the environment 
on subjects connected with the optimization of processes and the 
expansion of the utility of the equipment. 

- Link between the company and the sector institute and national 
specialists on the subject. 

- International technological co-operation (by means of the National URE 
Programme, the EU provided experts from the IFRF. ljmuiden -from 
Holland- and the University of Zaragoza -from Spain-. as well as 
eql 1pment) 

- The achie·.,ement of satisfactory economical results in addition to a better 
environmental performances. 

- Team work between the plant and the IAS. 
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8) Commitment to Environmental International Standardization : 

In the description of an assistance programme similar to the one 
suggested, we should not fail to make room for the support given by 
UNIDO, in order to carry out the normalization made by COPANT 
(Panamerican Standardization Commlsion), in the fields already mentioned. 
In this opportunty the general field of activity should be represented by the 
environmental quality, which would be completed with those sectors which 
are intrinsecally related to the ones of quality, such _as: information: 
notification; certification; accreditation; policy and inssurance of the 
environmental quality, among some others the authorities and members of 
COPANT, may include. 

Obviously that support will provide both parties with a benefit, sinc.e it will 
unable the active promotion of an eventual improvement of the regional as 
well as the Latin American markets, on the basis of a sustainable 
development As a result, it will cause the European Countries to trust the 
imports of our products, which will be manufactured according to the world -
wide regulations for environmental protection, as those of ISO and IEC are 
bound to be. 

It would be recommendable that the main objective of an assistance 
programme or co-operation project (UNIDO-COPANl) should be aimed at 
supporting the efforts, the members of COPANT are making, to established 
the necessary conditions for a sound management of the environment in a 
way that agrees with experiences and european technology. Particularly, 
the concepts shown below should be included, apart from those preset by 
the authorities and COPAf''T members. 

- Support at institutional level in order to create (if there were not any 
already existing) and strength for Regional Environmental Systems for 
normalization, certification and accreditation; so us to make them 
appropriate for the current conditions of the global market. 

- Training of environmental expert, who should be able to take active part 
in the different fields already pointed. 

- Quick and light exchange of up-dated information between UNIDO ana 
COPANT, specially in those environmental fields connected with 
environmental certification, so that it may get to COPANT members in 
less no time. 

- Encouragement and support for the improvement of the environmental 
quality of those products coming from Latin American countries which 
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are COPANT members, in partii~ular when their production entails the 
u&,e of non renewahle resources and significant environmental effects. 

- Promotion of a rise in the number of commercial exchanges between the 
developed countries and those Latin American countries of COPANT, 
trying to make a stress on those products which can only be 
manufactured because their environmental quality has been improved, in 
addition to the improvement which took place in the factories where 
these were produced. 

Mutual acknowledgment in respect to their agreement on the 
management policy and the environmentally friendly products 
(certification and register). 

- Provision of model equipment to prep~r documents as well as to receive 
and send the corrssponding information (computers, printers, programs, 
faxes, modem, etc) 

Make ea~ier the participation of delegates from emerging countries 
members of COPANT to ISO-TC 207 meetings with voice and vote. 

The description depicted have only dealt with the far-reaching suggestion 
out line, aimed that causing our countries to be granted the opportunity to 
clearly stated the expectation of their communities, to be taken into 
consideration at the highest level, when begging for the envirvnmental 
protection. 
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9) Future Perspectives and Proposals : 

a) To bear the urgent need for the Latin American iron and steel industry to 
encouraged the national normalization organization to take active part as 
"P" country in the different ISO-TC 207 subcommittees, and specially in 
those in which the normalization of the systP,m for environmental 
management, labelling and auditorships will be faster in application. The 
international trade as well as the possibility of exporting our iron and 
steel products will be altogether affected enormously. 

It is recommended at the same time, to bear in mil"!d the commitment 
that being a member country means, to act like one. 

b) To promote methods for quantitive assesment of the environmental 
performance so as to make comparisons an easier task. A methodology 
is suggested -one similar to the ESAP type used by the GEMi in the 
USA. 

c) To solve the problems brought around, due to the lack of not only 
treatment plants but also final disposal sites, for hazardous wastes which 
cannot be recycled at all. In view of that, a greater effort is suggested to 
be made in order to get people aware of the requirements needed and of 
the suitable places for their location. 

d) To promote subjects such as the descrimination of environmental costs 
between the total operation costs and the concept of life cycles of 
different products. 

e) To strain every nerve in order to obtain loans to improve the environment 
by means of low interest rates and long periods. This is not a practical 
use in the economical policies of the governments within ·the Region. It is 
recommendable to explore the possibilities in the international mark. 

f) To cause Latin American Iron and Steel Industry, by means of its 
regional organization, to acquire a more active role in respect of the 
problems which are cropping up on the subject of restrictions on the 
scrap import coming from developed countries. 

g) To keep up the proposal for the creation, in every country, of 
organizations such as national councils of environment for a better 
industry-government rele:stionship. 

h) To attempt, while pondering over the current Latin American situation, to 
make a rational use of the human and technological res'Jurces available 
in the region, with an eye to solving more critical problems. By virtue of 
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what ·Nas said above. UNIDO and ILAFA are requested to keep on 
giving the necesliary support so that we may, together with the 
commitment undertaken ~y companies and institutes in the sector. 
continue developing activiting such as these ones. 

Projects of regional interest on concrete environmental subjects. 

Technical co-operation and assistance between companies and 
specialists in the region on concrete subjects. 

- Assistance of extra-regional experts. 

- Regular meetings with the purpose of reinforcing and raising the level 
of experience exchanged so far. 

i) To go over the by-products produced throughout the different 
technological courses, bearing the possibility of current or future 
recycling. This task. already in course in same count. :es. should be 
implemented in the rest of the countries, by means of the committees of 
environmental affairs in the different sectors. 

j) To make a point of the community service and of an active-minded 
attitude, by means of different organizations (official. legal. those for 
students, or in the field of education, companies. etc.) so as to get 
activities for environmental protection, which the Latin American Iron and 
Steel Industry carries out, to be known by the general public. 

The more information and knowledge people are given. the less 
dem::anas will be placed. 

k) To elaborate a regional project, which will observe the current 
iequirements made by UNIDO, which will considered the development of 
specific subjects, of common interest, and the reinforcement of regional 
exchanges on the basis of the mentioned needs. 
It is demanded as fundamental that the Latin American counterpart for 
this kind of project, should be a national or regional institLJtion within the 
sector. 
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I 0) Co11cluding Remarks : 

The hard ~conomic and social situation through which Latin America is 
W3ding, nowadays, to make things worse, faces the environmental 
problem, which needs to be approached urgently, sinoc it influences on a 
number of aspects. 

The situation of the industrial sector is our concern. In this respect it is of 
great importance that competitiveness among developing countries and 
their foreign trade can find themselves seriously affected by those 
environme1tal measures taken by developed countries, which can 
transform themselves into concrete blockages for the customs in the region. 

The only way to be able to overcome the situation consist in raising the 
level of technological knowledge and putting into use, methods for cleaner 
production with the consequent monitoring and control. 

According to the situation in our countries, the assistance of such 
organizations as UNIDO and the project currently in course, happen to be 
fundamental. 

fn this regard, it is my wish to conclude the present report, reminding those 
who represent the authorities in UNIDO of the recommendation from the 
bussiness council for sustainable development about technological co
operation. 

Technological co-operation 

- The technological co-operation is a concept much more comprehensive 
than the simple exchange of technology. It is, besides, a vital component 
in the sustainable development; in particular, for all those developing 
countries and for all those new democracies, by way of reinforcement in 
its owr. technological capacities. 

- The definition for technolog:cal co-operation reads like this : 

"... a process, by which two or more parties identified individual all 
common interest in order to share information, knowledgo, know-how, 
and management capacities, taking into consideration the use of 
technology which should be compatible with the environmental 
protection, more energetically efficient, less intensive in the use of 
resources less contaminants and meant to recycling, with the purpose of 
contributing to the objective of sustainable development. " 

- Another source of technological co-operation, apart from the government 
activity, is that of getting the industry to be uninterruptedly involved in the 
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universities activities and those of institutes for research and 
development, to make the increase of competitiveness as well as the 
availability cleaner technology easier in developing countries. 

Education for sustainable development 

- The educational gap between reach and poor countries, needs to be 
narrowed to allow significant changes on the road to the achievement of 
sustainable development. 

- To reduce this gap is not only the responsibility of developing countries, 
which need to spare more resources to the improvement of education. 
Develop countries should co-operate to make this educational gap 
narrower. Powerful countries spend in education about twenty times 
more per capita than developing countries -a tremendously big 
difference. 

Finally we think that it's important to mention some parts of the International 
Iron and Steel Institute (llSI) Preambule and specialy Principles Numbers 1; 
8; 9 and 10 of their Statement on the Environment: 

1151 STATEMENT ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
Preamble 

The member companies of the International Iron and Steel Institute have 
long recognised their responsibility to conduct production operations in a 
manner that protects the environment and contributes towards the 
objectives of sustainable development -a concept that involves meeting 
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs 

The first llSI Statement on the Environment was published in 1972. 
Since that time, much has been accomplished. It is estimated that in the 
last decade, over 10% of the total expenditure by the steel industry has 
been on environmental control -a sum of close to u$s 20,000 million on 
protection of the environment. Steel as a material has also made a 
major contribution to sustainable development in the construction of 
environmental protection systems, infrastructure and energy 
conservation systems. Steel products are "environmentally friendly" and 
are not only compatible with, but critical to, the success of sustainable 
development. On average, about 40% of all steel produced is sourced 
from steel scrap. Steel uses less energy per ton to produce than many 
competitive materials. Environmental protection initiatives and 
improvements will continue to be a major element of iron and steel 
operations for the foreseeable future. 

Sustainable development js a complex subject that involves not only 
environmental protection but also issues such as economic prosperity. 
population growth and poverty. Relative priorities and relationships must 
be established if pro ress is to continue. 
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STATEMENT OF POLICY 

The member companies of the International Iron and Steel Institute are 
committed to providing leadership in achieving a high standard of 
environmental care while contributing to the needs and prosperit'/ of 
society through the production of steel. 

PRINCIPLES 
1 

Sustainable Development 

Apply the principles of sustainable development to the steel industry 

This involves working together to take a long-term global view of 
environment, economy and social integration. These principles should be 
incorporated into business decision making at all levels and throughout 
the life cycle of the process and products. S&.1stainable development 
should be seen as an opportunity as well as a challenge_ 1151 recognises 
that different countries and steel firms are evolving towards these goals in 
different ways_ 

8 
Education, Training and Information 

Develop and promote mutual understanding through education, 
training and information for stakeholders, Including directors, 
management, supervisors, employers. contractors, shareholders, 
suppliers, customers, government and the commr.:nity. 

These measures should be approprate to the needs and responsibilities of 
the stakeholders. This should be open, positive, proactive and incorporate 
? long-term global view. 

9 
Research, Innovation and Technical Cooperation 

Support research, innovation and technical cooperation that will 
result In continuous improvement, technical breakthroughs and 
cleaner technologies. 

This development should be seeri as ~n opportunity to transfer technology 
to other firms and countries to further environmental and economic 
improvements on a global basis 
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10 
Government Requirements 

Cooperate with government in a responsible manrer and contribute 
to the development of cost-effective legislation and regulations that 
are based upon sound science. technical possibilities and the true 
environmental and economic priorities of the global community. 

Environment regulations require a balancing of social, economic and 
environmental goais. The health and environmental risks addressed by 
pr~posed regulations must be carefully quantified and then properly 
evaluated by comparison with other natural and man-made risks. The 
resolution of economic and social conditions among nations induding the 
use of economic instruments should be consistent with equity and 
harmonisation of their environmental requirements. International 
cooperation and consensus is important and necessary for successful 
implementation. 

The International Iron and Steel lnstiMe supports, in concept, the 
International Chamber of Commerce Business Charter for Sustainable 
De;,elopment and the ICC Environmental Guidelines for World Industry. 
Many individual steel companies have endorsed the Charter. 
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Content 

Part I : Results of the Project Sponsored by UNIDO from 
1992 to 1994 

" Assistance to Develop a Regional Program in 
Environmental Management/ Cleaner Producrion ~ 
in the Iron & Steel Industry in South East Asian ~ 
Region" 

Part II : Future Plan and Recommendations 



PARTI 

Assistance to Develop a Regional Program in 
Environmental Management and . 

VI 

Cleaner Production in the Iron and Steel :-
Industry in South East Asian Region 



Project Title 

Assistance to develop a regional program in Environmental 
Management and Cleaner Production in the Iron and Steel Industry 
in South East Asian Region 
(started in August 1992, ended in July 1994) 

Overall Objective 

To reduce the impact of the development of the iron and steel 

industry on the environment by means of establishing efficient and 

integral mechanisms of educational cooperation in the region 

I 

VI 
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Immediate Obje~tive 

o To assist the members of the South East Asian iron and steel 
industry for introduction, promotion and application of cleaner 
technologies and environmental management. 

o Incorporation of working groups in selected areas of environmental 

concern and by designing a regional program on environmental 

management. 

o Responsibility of the working group : 

Formulation of a comprehensive awareness and educational 
program for the regional industry focused on : 

- Solid waste management 

- Liquid waste management 

- Air pollution control 

- Legal framework for environmental management 

I 
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Chief Objectives of The Working Group 

o Identify each South East Asian countries' needs in the field of 

environmental management 

o Identify potential local points for technology transfer in the region 

o Prepare comprehensive and educational cooperation programs 
(Training, Seminars, Experience Exchange etc.) 

o Develop cost-benefit analysis which support the application of 

environmental management methodologies 

o Prepare methodologies and a regional program mcluding joint 

training activities, demonstration pilot plants, joint research 

activities 

I 
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Participants 

Australia : Australian National Committee of SEAISI 

Indonesia : Indonesia National Committee of SEAISI 

Japan : Japan National Committee of SEAISI 

Korea : Korea Iron and Steel Association 
Korea National Committee of SEAISI 

Malaysia : Malaysian Iron and Steel Federation. 
Malaysia National Committee of SEAISI 

Philippines : Philippine Iron and Steel Institute 

Singapore : Singapore National Committee of SEAISI 

Taiwan : Taiwan Iron and Steel Association 
Taiwan National Committee of SEAISI 

Thailand : Thailand Steel Club 

Vietnam : Southern Steel Union of Vietnam 

I 

VI 
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Activities 

o 4 Times general meeting of the working group 

o 2 Workshops 

- on EAF Dust Treatment, Petaling Jaya, Malaysia on 6-7th Sept. 1993 

- on Sludge Treatment in Mini- Mills, Bangkok, Thailand on 18-19th 
July 1994 

I 

VI 
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o 1 Conference 

on Environmental Control and Energy Saving Practices within the 
Iron & Steel Industry, Sendai, Japan on 11-15 April 1993 

o Exchange of several technical Information materials and data 



Project Achievements 

EXPECTED 

1 . Selection of members of 
the working group 

2. The first general meeting 
of the working group 

RESULT 

1 . One member from each country was nominated 
before the lst meeting 

The working group was recommended as a 
Standing Committee of SEAISI by the BOD · 

U1 

Meeting after its own suggestion, called now -..j 

"SEAISI Environmental Committee" 

2. It was held on 28-29 August 1992 at SEAISI 
Head Office. 



EXPECTED 

3. Report of the capa- 13. 
bilities and experts 
available in SEA 
region, the list of insti
tutes and plants as 
demonstration units 

RESULT 

Experts contributed to the workshops and 
conference were considered as the main 
capabilities in the region. 
Several institutes and plants were visited. 
Demonstration units were not available 

I 
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4. 1·he second general 
meeting of the 

Working Group 

4. It was held on 18-19 January 1993 at RIST, 
Research Institute of Ind. Sci. & Technology, 

Pohang, Korea. 



EXPECTED I RESULT 

5. Educational seminars 5. Workshop on EAF Dust Treatment 
with selected consul- (6-7. Sept.1993, Petaling Jaya, Malaysia) 

tants for training - 8 experts presented papers 
- 28 specialists took part 

Workshop on Sludge Treatment in Mini-Mills 
( 18-19. July 1994, Bangkok, Thailand) 

- 7 experts presented papers 
- 21 specialists. took part 

I 
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6. Regional Conference 
meeting on environ

mental issues 

6. SEAISI Conference on Environmental Control 

and Energy Saving 

- 46 papers were presented 

- 212 participants 



EXPECTED 

7. Coordination meeting in 
Vienna with representa
tives of SEAISI and 
ILAFA 

Objectives : 

• to present the final 
report of the regional 
program 

• to discuss possible 
mechanisms for long 
term program 

RESULT 

7. The meeting entitled 'The Interregional Meeting 
on Cooperation in the Field of Environmental 

Management of Iron & Steel Sector in Latin 
America, Asia and Africa Regions' is being held 

' 
1 O to 12 Octcber 1995 in Brazil. 
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Conclusions 

1. Readiness of all iron and steel industries, institutions, and individuals in 
the SEA region to reduce the impact of the industrial development on the 

environment was expressed strongly. 

~ Establishment of an efficient and integral mechanism of educational 

cooperation is necessary. 
I 

°' -
I 

2. A Working Group was formed with 1 O experts nominated by the affiliated 

National Iron and Steel Association or National Committee of SEAISI. 

WG formulated a comprehensive awareness and educaiional program. 

WG was developed later in a Standing Committee of SEAISI. 



3. Four meetings had been held during the running of the project. 

The main agenda of the meetings were : 

- Discussion and selection of the specific areas which were mostly 

interested in the region ; 

- Set-up of national and regional education programs ; 

- Arranging the educational seminars and workshops and ~ 
evaluation of those results ; · 

- Preparation and distribution of technical information materials and 

data in form of manuals, guidelines, benchmarks, and standards ; 

- Discussion and decision for future activities and programs 



4. The Working Group prepared, conducted and took part in the following 

educational activities : 

- Workshop on EAF Dust ; 
- Workshop on Sludge Treatment in Mini-Mills ; 
- Conference on Environmental Control and Energy Saving Practices ; 

- Solid Waste Management Tour. 

5. The Working Group prepared and distributed the following technical 

information materials and data : 

- Legal Framework of Environmental Standards of all Countries 
- Benchmarks of EAF Air Pollution Control 
- Benchmarks of Solids Waste Treatment of EAF Plants 

- Manual on EAF Dust Collection 
- Manual on Environmental Measurement and Evaluation 

- Technical Review of Pollution Control Facilities in Steel Industries 

- Other various Information Materials 

I 
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Future Plan of the Environmental Committee 

• Promoting the exchange of various technical information for pollution 
control technologies, environmental management systems, and progress 
in environmental policy, legal matters. 

• Preparing and conducting further various comprehensive awareness and , 
educational program including workshops, seminars, conference, and e: 

plant visits in-and outside the region 

• For realising the above activities,_ the committee will have a regular 
general Meeting annually, a technical exchange sessimn, and some 

plant visits. 



Recommendations 

• Sponsorship of UNIDO has remarkablly promoted the environmental 

activies of SEAISI. 

• It is desirable that UNIDO's further assistance for 

the Annual Meeting 
the Awareness and Educational Programs Development 
the Exchange of Information on the EAF Dust Contnol and 

Envirommental Management. 

• It is necessary to expand the interregional cooperation 

- Taking part in the Meeting of the Global Consultation 

- Coordination Meetings between SEAISI, ILAFA, 

AISU, and AISA. 

cr 
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DR S.4Nl!SI A. MOR4MMED 
SECRETARY GENER« 

AFRICAN IRON AND STEEL ASSOCL4110i\· 

The global consultation on environment management in the 
metallurgical industry is a product of several meetings 
initiated and sponsored by the United Nations Industrial 
Development Organisation (UNIDO) in its quest to fulfil 
its rightful objective to the international community. 
This started with regional meetings involving the Lat.in 
American. Asian. African. and Arab regions spanning 
between 1992 and 1995. The meetings came up with 
conclusions and recommendations. at the end of which. 
regional committees were set up. The culmina:i:::m of the 
regional meetings was the inter-regional meeting which 
was held in Belo Horizonte. Brazil. bet.ween 10th and 12th 
October. 1995. and ~n int.er- regi:1!'1al comrr~i ttee was set up 
to see to the practical implementation of the decisions 
arrived at. 

All these achievements (so far) are as a result of 
UNIDO'S commitment tc ensure safer environment. for all. 

The African position paper has been presented to UNIDO as 
a prelude to this global meeting. I will only highlight 
some of the conclusions and reconunendations coming out of 
the meeting. 

* A framework consisting of a set of agreements and 
arrangements among governments. sec:or companies. the 
sc-ientific community. linked ins:.!.tut.!.ons (consulting 
firms. suppliers. manufacturers. buyers etc). on 
policies. priori ties. and plann.:..:1g. .:..mple!ner. ta :ion. and 
finance mechanisms has to be establis~ed. 

• Attain 
monitoring. 
allocation of 
resources and 

acceptable common regional standards ir. 
policy and regulatio:1 for efficient 
industrial. financial and technical support 
for effective policy implementation. 

* Economic instruments to be implemented to provide 
incentive for industry to willingly comply with policies 
and incentives for continuous evolution of pollution 
prevention and control technologies. 

• program of exchange of experi~nce ttrough news letters 
and networks. academic curriculum. tra1n1ng centres. 
professional associa:ions. development G~ :ocal/regional 
auditing and equipment supply serv.:..ce compan:es to be 
developed. 
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It mus: be recogr.ised that the erwi!."OrL'11ent is global. 
what happens in one part of the globe is most likely to 
happen to the other parts. A global approach to 
enviro!"'..ment:;.l management is the only meaningful approach 
that will ensure safe environment for all. otherwise no 
one will be safe. 

It is nevertheless recognised that industrialisation is a 
necessary ingredient for development. and Africa has 
acknowledged this fact. However, only few African 
countries take interest in the environmental implications 
of industrialisation. The developed world has expended 
enormous amount of resources in combating the menace qf 
environmental degradation due to industrial c.ctivities. 
The A:rica~ nations are struggling t~ meet the basic 
needs cf :.he people and the necessary resources are not 
readily available let alone to cater for the urge to 
i:i.d:.;s:.!"ia.:..ise with its heavy cap.:.:.a.:. o:.;:lay plus the 
penal :.y c: environmental degradatio:-.. This makes Af!'ica 
at disadva~tage in catching up with the rest of the 
WO!"ld. 

For developing nations. industrialisation is a mandatory 
vehicle for creating the economic growth and social 
devel0pment necessary to provide basic needs and augment 
the quality of life f~r the population as a whole. 
Industrial activities, by their very nature. are based on 
cycles which diverge from the natural ecological cycles; 
hence their propensity to impact the natural environment 
in an adverse manner. Programs for protecti,g and 
improving the human environment for the present and 
future generations must therefore be a necessary 
compone~:. cf all industrialisation plans. 

The pas: experience cf develcped co~~:~ies has a~ply 

dernonstra:ed :ha: preven:ion is :ess costly than remedy. 
Ignoring environ~ental issues ~as caused several 
t!"ege:iles. ·..::. :.!". irremediable da:":".age to h~man heal th. o,... 
the a:mcsphere and metecrolo;y; on water supply and 
usage; on fauna ar.d flora. For:~nately. tcday. ~ollution 

control :echnology is well developed and only needs to be 
learned. selected and acquired by those who need it. 
There lS :herefore hope that develop:ng countries may be 
sparej :te :~lly of leaping first and looking after. 
which is :!'1e rec: cause of the ecological disas:ers in 
developed countries. 

r-:cst co'...lntr1es of Africa are either new comers to the 
iron and s:eel industries or are planning to acquire iron 
ar.d steel plants. It is an establ1s!",ed facr. that the key 
to effec::i•.re e::vj_:-onmental management. is "awareness" and 
··::c:i.s=:.::.·...:s:1ess" ~ 
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:a~ses of e~viron~ental je;rajaticn in the var:o~s u~::s 

of industrial ac:.ivity have been well articulated and :he 
resultant effects and sc:le:1t.ific and t.echno~c;gica.:.. 

including metallurgical sclut.icns both preventive and 
curative have been developed by the industrialised 
nat.ions~ 

The African Iron and Steel Association (thouah a: its 
infancy) has taken steps to address these issues 
squarely. and has come up with plans of action and 
cooperation. It is however incapacitated by inadeauate 
logistical support some of which have been made known. 
through the Director General of UNIDO. to the 
international community, and we look forward to your 
urgent response for Africa to give its share of 
co~tribution in this global crusade! 

Africa is 
eql:i:.able 
we1g:-, down 

not begging. 
part.ic ipa tic:-, 

b'' ~ asking for reasonable 
ctherwise it will continue 

the rate of devel~prnent cf other regions. 

and 
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The Iron & Steel Industry is considered to be one of the sources of 

environmental pollution. 

This poliution is characterized by the media through which it enters 

the environment (air. water. soil). 

Air pollution:-

Air pollutants are gaseous or particulate in fonn . 

Water Pollution:-

lnd"!.!Strial discharges are a major source of water pollution. 

Hazard Wastes & Toxic Substances:-

Hazardous waste is solid, liquid or gaseous waste that poses a 

substantial hazard to human health or the environment when improperly 

managed. 

The Arab iron & Steel industry has also its share as a source of 

environmental pollution, but still to some limited extent. Environmental 

management has become a challenge for every one. The coming decades 

will witness, and even larger. problem in this field unless we are able to 

cooperate and exchange experience in pollucion prevention. 

The Arab Iron & Steel Union( AISU) Assists steel industry in the 

Arab countries to apply modem technologies having a better 

environmental compatibility and to participate in all efforts concerning 

environmental protection. 
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Eight Arab countries ( Algeria. Egypt, Bahrain, Morocco, Qatar. 

Saudi Arabia. Syria and Tunisia ) attended the expert group meeting on 

co-opero.~:~~ ~:1 environmental management of the iron & steel industry for 

the Arab region which was held in Cairo, Egypt from 22 to 25 May 1 ~95. 

The meeting was hosted by the metallurgical industries corporation in 

cooperation with AISU. One of the main outputs ohhis meetiP;,was the 

setting -up of the Arnb Regional committee on environmental munagement 

of iron & steel industry to promote inter Arab regional cooperation in iron 

& steel industry through joint development and production programmes in 

em irorunent. 

Also this meeting is part of a series of regional programs m 

environmental management of iron & steel developed by UNIDO. 

AISU also has supplied the Arab steel comparnes by technical 

advices assisting them to measure the pollution levels in each steel plant. 

The pollution level is proportional to the following items:-

- The production size. 

- The plant technology accomplished with. 

-The developing which it had undergone. 

- The plant cate~ory whether semi integrated plant or integrated one. 

These can indicate the pollution level & its impact on environment. 

The production of the Arab steel companies in 1994 is only 1.3% 

(8.6 million ton) of the international steel industry. 
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The Arab steel companies are related to three categories. Mini 

Mills. Integrated plants. of blast furnace I converter route & direct 

reduction I EAF route. 

The pollution problems. are mainly in blast furnace/converter route 

integrated plants.& some of semi integrated plants of past technology. 

The following table presents the Arab steel pt,1'1ts. their stan up 

year. production of 1994 and percentage share in total Arab producition. 

Semi Inteerated Plants:-

Country I No.of Start up Steel Products Percentage 

Plants Year 103 ton 1994 Share 

E6)'Pt 2 1947 1076 12.54% 

I 1952 

20 

Saudi I 1962 269 3.14% 

Arabia I 

Syria I 1971 49 0.57% 

Morocco 1 1984 405 4.72% 

Mouritania 1 1984 30 0.35% 

Sub-total 28 1829 21.32% 
I 



lnte!!rated Plants 

Blast Furnace/ Converter. route 

Egypt 

Tunisia 

Algeria 

Sub-Total 

Integrated Plants 

D. R/EAF, route 

Qatar 

Saudi Arabia 

Egypt 

Libya 

Sub-Total 

Total 

1 
l 

I 
I 

1 

1 
.. 
..) 

1 

1 

1 

I 

-l 

35 I 
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1962 I 819 9_55% 

1965 207 2.41% 

1969 750 8.74% 

I 1776 20.70% 

1978 604 7_04% 

1983 2411 28.09% 

1986 1101 12.83% 

1989 860 10.02% 

4976 57.98% 

8581 100 

The Egyptian iron & steel Co. as an example for integrated plants 

blast furnace I Converter route, has the following average ratio of dust in 

atmospheric air 

simering plant area 

Blast furnace area 

Lime and dolomite shop 

The max allowable ratio is 

' 16 mg;m· 

' 14 mg;m· 

14 mg/m3 

4.74 mg.Im' 



Analvsis of Sinterine: plant 

dust from gas cleaning 

Fe SiO 

26-45% 7-12~'0 
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Cao 

5-9% 

c 

ll1ese results were performed by the company laboratories and are 

not within acceptable levels of environment~l standards and pennits. Some 

measures must be taken. Generally we have to adopt a specified policy 

which must be enforced by authorized manager. in order to fulfil the 

function of any equipment engaged in environmental protection. Many 

dust collection bag filters. for example. may be not working efficiently , or 

not working at all due to lack of maintenace,the stoppage of the fan or its 

motor. the missalignment between !heir shafts. or the worn out of the bags 

material. may frequently happen without drawing the attention of any one. 

Handling of fine dust or wastes may be the main reason of pollution. There 

are many different systems for dust collection which depend on the manual 

discharge in special trucks in regular intervals. this is not done in the 

proper time, the dust collecting sy5tem will be clogged up with dust 

ll1e support given to improve and maintain such equipment is not a 

waste of money. but if compared with the improvement in general health 

of workers & the less waste in raw material due to recycling, it means 

money gained is much more. 
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A detail study and deep investigation, of the dedusting units and gas 

cleaning units in different departments, is urgently needed specially for the 

following departments:-

1- Sintering plants and stock yard. 

2- Blast furnaces. 

3- Steel Plant 

In Egyptian Iron & Steel Co. there are some identical equipments 

for dedusting but most of them became obsolete since it was erected 3 7 

years ago for the old plant and 10 years for the extension of the iron & 

steel Co. of Egypt 

And in the other two plants of T unesia and Algeria, They have the 

same problems since the raw material used are iron ore coke. limestone, 

doiomite and ferro alloys, moreover the L.D .converter of T unesia is 

without gas cleaning. 

Some examples of pollution prevention:: 

I - Implementation a new unit for pelletizing fine lime dust which is a bv 

product of the lime kilns. 

The handling processes of fine lime through transportation to sintering 

plants were stopped and preventing its emission to environment. 

Tiuough pelletizing it is used in oxygen converters and improving the 

efficiency of lime burning( Helwan Plant). 
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2- Improvements in indusuial water cooline svstems. 

The setting up of new units. such as the new oxygen station in Helwan 

plant. has a good water cooling system. the water treattnent has 

improved water quality. nlj scale or sluge are precipitated inside cooling 

tubes. better heat transfer. lower water conswnption. more ener!:-'Y 

saved. 

This system of compact design has revealed the draw backs of the 

existing systems. A project for better quality and incresed quantity of 

industrial water in the steel plant was studied and is ready for execution. 

this project will stop drainage industrial water to the river Nile. and 

meet the requirments of expansions. 

3- Prevent land pollutior. from Helwan plant 

Another studied project for increasing sulphuric acid regeneration for 

cold rolling mill from 5m3/hr to 18 m3
1hr is ready and will stop land 

pollution by the liquor pwnped outside the plant. 

Those projects in item L&3 are waiting source of financing. 

The result of air pollution in Helwan Area due to concentrated plants. 

In Helwan urban air quality suffers from uncontrolled emissions 

from the large concentrations of polluting industries armmd urban areas. 

especially steel. cement. fertilizer and chemicals, which contribute to 

levels of dust and So2 that are 1 to I 0 times maximum safe levels. 600000 

tons of cement dust escape to the atmospher. 19 percent of Helwan · s 

school children suffer from lung diseases compared to nine percent in 

rural areas of Egypt. 
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Let us all cooperate to mcdem1sl! the past techonolgy steel plants 

and set up clean technologies for a hener \\Orld. 

The D1rect Reduction _E.A.F Plants 

These plants m the Arab countnes beiong to a design taking mto 

account the problems of emirorunental pollunon.Each plant has one centre 

for safetY and em-ironmental mana~emem. in general the enuronmemal 

polluuon in these plants is cominuousiy monitored and reguiar repons are 

frequently issued for analysis the iincimgs and checking adherence to the 

set standards.Governments and nauonal organizations promuigate standars 

and guidelines to ma1mam acceptable levels oi substances or materials. 

N~X'f P!\Q!!J{S) 
li:ft i.: -..H( 
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ENl1RON!tfENTAL FACTORS AND lll41VAGEMElVT fl\' lliE IRON AND 
STF.EL ll\'DUSTRY IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN El!ROPFA1\J REGION 

J. J·: KROt'ZEK 

1. PROBLEMS TO BE ADDRESSED 

As it is well known, the iron and sted industry is one of those 
industrial sectors which may be and often are the source of heavy pollution of 
air, water and land. Due to the restructuring in iron and steel production in 
recent years in the CEE countries there is a major drop in output of steel and 
thus in pollution. However, the magnitude of prevailing pollution, proven by 
the press and television, calls for urgent remedial measures. Gross emissions 
per head of population reach much higher levels in CEE co~ntries than in any 
other part of the world. A profound solution of the accumulated problems in 
the countries concerned is hampered by: 

lack of funds for modernization; 
non-availability of know-how in the field of pollution abatement; 
lack of accurate data on environmental pollution; 
non-availability of adequate training facilities; 
problems with planned introduction of environmental legislation. 

For example, the long lasting extensive character of development of 
the iron and steel in the former Soviet Union led to the situation, that a 
significant part of the metallurgical operations has been conducted on 
outdated technologies and equipment, with wasteful consumption of raw 
materials and energy and with no proper significance given to problems of 
environmental pollution. As a result, the pollution of the environment of the 
iron and steel operations continues in CIS on an impermissible scale. If 
compared to the integrated iron and steel plants, operating in developed 
Yestern-European countries, where the emission of dust per ton of steel 
amounts to 1-2 kgs. the same figure at the plants of CIS reaches 4.5-11 kgs, 
that is 3-6 time more. As a result, about 35% of the employees of these 
plants are affected by dusts and gases emitted in addition with concentration 
of harmful substances often higher than the permissible limits. The areas 
with the highest air pollution at the working places within the iron and steel 
plants are the coke-making, sintering, blast furnace and steel shops of the 
plants. 

In consequence, according to the information released by the federal 
hydrological and ecology-monitoring authorities of the Russian Federatio~. 11 
of the 44 towns, plagued by excessive pollution of air in result of the 
regular violation of the established limits, are those, where iron and steel 
metallurgical plants are located. This industry i5 responsible for about 20% 
of the total emission of harmful substances in the Russian Federation. The 
situation is the same concerning the rivers, water basins and systems in the 
surroundings of these plants, where again the concentration of harmful 
components is over and above the limits, permitted. The soil on. and around 
the territories of the iron and steel plants is polluted by heavy metals and 
oil derivatives. As a logi~al consequence, there is an increased level of 
health hazards and frequency of different kinds of deseases among the 
employees of these plants and among the inhabitants of the population centres, 
situated at the iron and steel plants of the Russian Federation and other CIS 
countries. 
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A typical example of this situation is the city of Magnitogorsk and, 
the Magnitogorsk Integrated Steelworks (MMK.). MMK is the largest integrated 
steelworks in the Russian Federation with nominal annuai capacity fo 16 mil. 
tonnes of steel per year which was reduc~d to output of 9 mil. tpy recently. 
The population of the Magnitogorsk city is about half of a million on the 
territory of 38,000 hectares. Average age of the citizen is 34.6 years. The 
problems of pollution remain most painful for the citizens. The environment 
in the city reached dangerous levels causing increased rates of cancer. 
children death and birth handicaps, po1s1n1ng, traumas. etc. The index of 
atmospheric pollution in the city is 25 times higher than the permissible 
standard. In terms of Russian highest concentration indicator (HAG) the 
population concentrations were as follows: in dust, 11 HAG; in sulphur 
dioxide, 8 HAG; Oxycarbons, 3.5 HAG; dioxynitrogen. 13 HAG; hydrogen 
sulphide 5.5 HAG; in carbon hydrogen 29.5 HAG; in phenol, 21 HAG; in 
benzinepyrine, 164 HAG; in lead, 12,7 HAG; in iron, 49.1 HAG; in manganese. 
6 HAG; in amonia, 7.4 HAG. The polluted territory around Magnitogorsk covers 
region of about 11.000 Km2. including also farm-land's districts producing 
food products for the city. 

A difficult situation, although not of that magnitude as in CIS 
countries, applies to Central European steel producers and the critical hot 
spot regions of their concentrations for example in Czech Republic. Poland. 
Romania, and Slovakia. The air and water pollution and solid wastes of Slovak 
iron and steel and ferroalloy industries are given in the following tables: 

Air Emissions 1990 15'.:>"> 2000 Ratio Ratio 
in tpv real forec<:st forecast 1995 2000 

1990 1990 

Solid 31,726 10,308 6,257 0.32 0.20 

S02 35,816 27.608 16,607 0. 77 0.46 

NOx 14,334 15,371 7.321 1.07 0.51 

C02 106,195 60, 710 55' 710 0.57 0.52 

OTHER 7,728 3,000 3,000 0.39 0.39 

TOTAL 195,589 107 ,067 88,915 0.55 0.45 
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Total Volume 
of \Jaste \Jat:?r 52,524 39,096 32,357 

Soluble waste 
t/y contamination 20,074 16,828 15. 717 

Non soluble 
waste t/y 
contamination 1,275 989 566 

Biological 720 200 166 
oxygen 
consumption 
(BSK5) t/p 
contaminaticn 

Total 1221095 18,034 16.453 

Solid Waste 3,355 2,592 2,502 
materials 
Production 
in Kt/y 

Utilized \Jaste 2,107 2,268 2,868 
Materials in 
Kt/y 

Unutilized 1,248 323 234 
dump waste 
in Kt/y 

The main plAnts in the Slovak Republic are 
Steelworks at Kosice, with an annual crude steel capacity 
and the Podbrezova Zeleziarne (annual raw steel capacity 
steel production in Slovakia was reduced to 3.7 million 
previous 4.5 million tpy. 

0.74 0.62 

0.84 0. 78 

0.78 0.44 

0.28 0.22 

0.82 0.74 

0. 77 0.75 

1.08 1.36 

0.26 0.19 

the East Slovakian 
of 4 million tons 

600,000 tons). Crude 
tons in 1993, from 

First steps to introduce environmental measures were started, e.g. a 
system to suppress fumes from liquid metal in blast furnace cast houses was 
introduced, other measures aim at reducing coke consumption by e.g. ;njection 
of coal into the blast furnace. Training programmes to recycle gludge are 
also under way. The plant faces decisive problems related ~o environmental 
protection, covering: coke gas desulphurization, including phenol-ammonia 
waters cleaning; flue gas dedusting in steel plant; metal dust and sludge 
uti~ization with zinc and lead content; collection, storage and removal of 
liquid and solid hazardous waste; continuous monitoring of air and water 
pollution. 
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The Podhrezova Zeleziarne has a capacity of 600,000 tons of raw steel 
(production in 1993 was 200 000 tons) final products, comprising seamless and 
welded pipes. The modernization programme of the plant is almost completed 
with shutdow-n of 3 OH furnaces and 2 old EAFs. improvement of the rolling 
mills, extension of high-value pipes, and establishment of an integrated 
mini-mill of 60 tons EAF capacity. Orava Ferroalloy Plant in Istebne reached 
production of 130,000 tons, annual capacity of 170,000 tons), broad range of 
ferroalloys. The metallurgical sector is of considerable importance for 
Slovakian economy, contributing approximately at 30% to the balance of foreign 
trade of Slovak Republic. Therefore environment management is a top priority 
for further development of this industrial sector. 

2. REMEDIAL EFFORTS 

The CEE governments prepared, based on the recommendations of 
restructuring studies action plans related to pollution control 
government of Romania' action plan includes the following measures: 

Setting up of an emission monitoring system; 
Setting up of an e~•ironmental data bank; 

various 
e.g. the 

Improving R and D in the field of pollution control equipment; 
Modernization of production facilities using LWjNY technologies; 
Elaboration of complex studies for introduction of best technically and 

environmentally acceptable technology; 
Dust catching and removal facilities; 
Waste gas cleaning at sintering plants; 
Dust control facilities at coke ovens; 
Improvement of chemical process technologies related to coke making; 
Modernization of existing electric arc furnaces and related pollution; 
control facilities, as well as pickling shops and rolling mill waste 

water treatment facilities; 
Process technology for recovery and recycling of waste from dumps 

(slags, ashes). 

These plans are supported by national activities of research 
institutes and technical universities such as ICEM Institute/ECOSIDER in 
Bucharest, etc. Different CEE countries achieved varied results in these 
remedial efforts. The process will develop gradually since heavy investment 
is involved. In general, the envircnmental problems in the iron and steel 
industry are very similar in the CEE countries; they vary with the size of 
the overall operation, r~e volume of resourc~ requirements, and the emissions 
and wastes generated by the different product~on stages, i.e. coke 
production; sintering; iron production or direct reduction of iron ore; 
crude steel production; hot shaping, and finishing (pickling, forging, 
rolling). 

The failure to modernize resulted in a situation which is most evident 
in the accumulated and ongoing pollution levels in the industrial centres of 
the region. Nowadays that envirorunental protection is no longer looked at in 
isolation hut as being mandatory to decrease the harmful effects on the 
population and as a mean to improve plant effectiveness and competitiveness, 
e.g. through introduction of energy saving technologies, the issue is of ever 
growing priority and demands urgent solution. 
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The main reasons leading to the environmental problems reaching 
disaster status were the orientation in these countries, to utilize lower 
grade raw materials, chronic lack of investment financing, inadequate 
maintenance and, as a consequence, the n~glect of environmental standards and 
requirements. At the same time, because of political reasons the critical 
voices of the society raised against the increasing problems of environment, 
affecting both the health of factory personnel and the population in the 
surrounding region, were suppressed for a long period of time. 

UNIDO drew attention of various donor countries to this problem during 
the ESID Conference in Copenhagen in 1991 when a subregional project to the 
tune of US$ 6.6 mil. was presented. In spite of considerable efforts, the 
Western Governments declined to finance this large scale project and partial 
solutions were implemented only e.g. Austrian Okofonds financed environmental 
audits in the neighbouring countries. The environmental issues were discussed 
on a more coordinated, investment oriented basis during the UNIDO Conference 
in Budapest in March 1993 during which over 140 investment promotion profiles 
were identified. The recommendations of UNIDO meetings in May 1993 in Moscow 
and May 1994 in Dnepropetrovsk respectively, included also pollution abatement 
measures as top priority. During the June 1994 "International Workshop on 
Envirorunent Management in Metallurgical Processes" the first version of a 
regional project for the six CEE countries was discussed; a similar regional 
project for CIS countries is to follow. 

The 1995 metallurgical meetings in Czech and Slovak republics 
respectively reiterated interest in the regional project. Such a regional 
project would build up a platform to introduce and coordinate efficient 
application of environment management techniques and cleaner technologies in 
the iron and steel industries of the CEE countries participating in the 
network of regional technical cooperation. The envisaged outputs and 
activities of such a project could be summarized as follows: 

3. REGIONAL PROJECT OUTPUTS AND ACTIVITIES 

Output 1 

Establishment of a network of companies and institutions to be 
responsible for implementation of the programme. Thus, the identified 
national focal points will closely co-operate in gathering the necessary data, 
promoting the exchange of information, agree on priorities, training 
programmes, etc. The network thus established could eventually lead to an 
Iron and Steel Association. 

Activities for Output 1 

Hiring of an international consultant on environmental 
issues in the iron and steel industry (for split 
missions). 

Procurement of a study and demonstration on the 
trends in the world steel with special regard to 
Environment Management. 

Starting date/duration 

A 

A + 1 month 
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Identification of national institutions/companies 
in the participating countries and selection 
of one focal point institution/company in each country. 
prepared to coordinate activities, transfer technology. 
undertake training. etc. 

Organization of a meeting fo~ introduction 
and endorsement of the project work plan and by the 
identified network focal point institutions/ 
companies. Under the auspices of UNIDO and 
the international consultant (first split mission), 
national inputs, work methodology and work 
programme will be adopted. Selected participants in 
the meeting will be interviP.wed so as to qualify as 
national experts, to undertake project activities. They 
will cover the six participating countries: Bulgaria, 
Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and 
Slovak Republic. Observers from government/industry 
and international organizations (such as ECE 
Steel Committee), IISI Brussels will also be invited. 
One of the national focal point institutions will be 
selected leading network focal point, responsible for 
overall regional co-ordination of project activities. 

Output 2 

A + 2 months 

A + 3 months 

Inventory of technical capabilities and expertise available in the 
participating GEE countries in the field of environment management, with 
particular emphasis on heavy polluted regions, such as Pernik or Kremikovtsi 
(Bulgaria), Ostrava (Czech Republic). Kosice (Slovak Republic), Borsod 
(Hungary), Silesia (Poland), Galati (Romania). 

Activities for Output 2 

The national experts identified and selected under 
Activity 1 will be contracted. 

They will visit national companies/institutions, 
explain the aims of the regional programme, collect 
relevant information on available technical 
capabilities, expertise and equipment for environment 
management (including environmental monitoring and 
auditing), identify additional focal points prepared 
to transfer technology and undertake training. 

They wili prepare country reports (inventories) where 
the profile of the participating companies, their 
technical capabilities and expertise will be explained. 
A list of plants which could act as demonstration units 
will ~e included. 

A + 5 months 

A + 6 months 

A + 8 months 
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The results will be discussed in a working group 
meeting in the presence of UNIDO. The inventory will 
be available to all participating countries/companies. 

Output 3 

A + 9 months 

Inventory of technical requirements 
capabilities, expertise and equipment. 
for investment will have to be carefully 
handling of sludge, LD converter fumes, etc. 

that cannot be met with available 
Due to lack of financing, priorities 
selected and advised upon, e.g. 

Activities for Output 3 

This activity will require the second split mission of 
the international consultant on environmental issues 
in the iron and steel industry. ~he consultant will 
study the report prepared under Activity 2 and will 
subsequently visit selected plants to discuss cooperation 
between companies in the region and the technical 
requirements that need to be procured from abroad. 

In his report the consultant will suggest on the 
order of priorities for procurement of expertise, 
equipment and training of staff. He will thus complement 
the invent~ry prepared under Activity 2. 

Output 4 

A + 11 months 

A + 13 months 

Staff 
strengthened 
techniques. 

from the 
capabilities 

participating network institutions/companies with 
on the application of environmental management 

Activities for Output 4 

BaseJ on reports by the experts and consultants 
a few study tours/training programmes will be 
organized within the European region and abroad. 
with emphasis on environmental monitoring/auditing. 
Thereby first direct contacts for co-operation between 
institutions/companies will be established. 

A study tour by the regional project coordinator to 
regional organizations with recently establi~hed 
environmental management programmes will be 
organized, possibly to the Latin American Iron and 
Steel Institi·te (ILAFA), Santiago, Chile, who set up an 
Advisory Committee on Environmental Issues (CADIMA), 
and to the South East Asia Iron and Steel Institute 
(SEAISI), Malaysia, which i~ in the process of 
establishing regional mechanisms for cooperation 
among Asian steelmaking plants in the field of 
environment as well as IISI, Brussels. Co-operation 
arrangements with these institutes may be agreed upon. 

A + 15 months 

A + 15 months 
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Outpu: 5 

Guidelines for the 
group, responsible for the 
educational programme for the 
focus on: 

establishment of a perma1.ent rE'c_ i.onal consultancy 
formulation of a compre~1ensive awareness and 
regionaJ iron and steel industry which will 

Solid waste management; 
Dust ~in~mizatien/recovery; 
Slag/sludge mir.imization/recovery; 
Liquid waste management; 
Waste water management/prevention; 
Air pollution control; 
Thermal pollution minimization; 
Environmental management in metallurgy/legal framework; 
Environmental monitoring; 
Environmental auditing; 
Pollution prevention programmes; 
Cleaner technologies; 
Standards/regulations; 
Cost-benefit analysis for environment programmes 

Activities for Output 5 

The international consultant, in co-operation 
with the national experts and representatives 
from the focal point institutions will prepare 
a report on methodologies for designing, developing 
and promoting friendly environmental activities ~n 
Central and Eastern European iron and steel 
industries. The report will include technical draft 
guidelines as well as strategies required to 
strengthen the regional focal points and to 
_;_mplement the regional programme on environmental 
management in the above fields. 

The report and relevant papers will be presented 
to the final meeting of tte national focal point 
representatives. The meeting is expected to adopt 
the regional programme and will define the future 
roles of the network focal points in its implementation. 

4. INPUTS FOR THE REGIONAL PROJECT 

A + 17 months 

A + 20 months 

Participating Focal Point Institutions and companies are expected: 

to ensure participation of relevant 
companies/associations in the project; 

~ational iron and st~el 

to provide staff required for collection of iron and steel related 
environmental data and to assist the regional project co-ordir1ator; 



11-51 

16-00 

17-00 

32-00 

42-00 

51-00 
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to arrange plant visits by the international and national experts and 
access to required data; 

to host, as appropriate, the meeting of the working group and ensure 
participation of qualified members at the discussions; 

to provide all n·~ce~sary logistics and secretarial support required. 

UNIDO inputs in US$ include the following project components: 

International consultant (split 
missions) 3 months, including 
participation in meetings and ~ravel 
to network countries 

UNIDO staff member missions 
(to co-ordinate the preparatory meeting 
and the ensuing 2 working group 
meetings 

Project Co-ordinator and national 
consultants, 18 m/m including DSA 
and travel to participate in preparatory 
and two working group meetings 

Study tours/training activities 
Training within the network 
countries (6 participants 2 weeks each) 

Study tour abroad to a regional iron 
and steel association (ILAFA, Chile, 
or SEAISI, Malaysia). 

Procurement of World Steel Dynamics reports/ 
subscription update 

Miscellaneous (Reporting) 

TOTAL 

30,000 

9,000 

86,400 

10,000 

8,000 

3,000 

2 • (\f)Q 

148,400 

The project will be evaluated according to UNIDO procedures. After 
completion of this project, it is expected that a number of joint projects at 
national and regional levels as well as regional training activities •ill be 
prepar~d for consideration of internatio~al/regional financing institutions. 

5. ECE ACTIVITIES 

Similar pattern of ~ctivities was practically followed by the Working 
Party on Steel of the Economic Commission for Europe (EGE). 
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Although the Working Party on 'teel has dealt with environmental 
issues for a long time in its publications on iron and steel scrap and the 
recuperation of by-products of the iron and the steel industry, the first 
concrete approach was made in 1991 when the Working Party organized a Seminar 
on ProducP.r's and User's Metallurgical Requirements in the Welding of Steel 
Products in Kiev, Ukraine. During the Seminar. it was recommended that 
particular attention be given to environmental questions in the iron and steel 
industries. 

This recommendation was confirmed during 
which was held in April 1992 in Geneva. 
organized a Seminar on Metallurgy and Ecology in 

the 47th Session of the EGE 
After that. the Working P~rty 
1993 in Nancy. France. 

At this Seminar, the participants recomm€nded that the Working Party 
take up the issues of env:ronmenta! management. recycling of iron and steel 
products and by-products, environmental safety standards and the harmonization 
of regulations in countries belonging to the ECE. This recommendation was 
confirmed during the 3rd Session of the Working Parcy on Steel which was held 
in October 1993 in Geneva. 

To carry out the recommendations of the participants of the Nancy 
Seminar, the Working Party organized the first Meeting of a Group of Experts 
on the Ste~! Industry and the Environment in Geneva in March, 1994 and decided 
to create a programme e~titled "Metallurgy and Ecology" in its programme of 
work. 

Upon the recommendations of the Experts on the Steel Industry and the 
Environment. the Fourth Session of the Working Party on Steel (1994) decided 
that the Working Party should serve as an information circulation centre and 
should seek to develop greater transparency in · he s~stainable development of 
the steel industry by becoming involved i·1 tte training and retraining of 
steel workers, standardizat:on of measureme.1ts, recycling and re-use of 
metallurgical scrap and waste from the steel industry and the encouragement of 
the utilization of technologies best suited to the situation in each country. 
The Working Party was al.so recommended to pay particular attention to the 
development of those issues in the countries in transition. 

In line with these recommendations the ~orkin~ Party adopted several 
activities in its programme of work on the steel industry and the 
environment. In the field of scrap, the sixth updating of the biannual 
publication "Iron and Steel Scrap: its Significnace and Influence on Further 
Developments in the Iron and Steel Industries" 10as completed and will be 
published in October 1995. Following the Seminar on the Steel Industry and 
Recycling. organized in April 1994 in Dusseldorf. Germany, a follow-up Seminar 
on Processing, Utilization and Disposal of Was:~ Materials in the Steel 
Industry will be organized in .June 1996 in Balatonsztplak. Hungary. ~ 

Directory uf organizations which conduct work on the steel industry and the 
environment is ~eing prepared for publi~ation in March 1996. Finally, the 
Working Party is addressing ~ssues related to the harmonizaticn of 
environmental regulations in the ec-.momies in transl t1on. To this end, it 
considers projects that could further facilitate the exchange of informdtioP 
between steel producers and government representatives l(ading towdrds greater 
ha("monization. 

The Second Meeting of Group of Experts on the Steel Industry and the 
Environment which will be held in Geneva in March 1996 10ill discuss th<> future 
activities of the Working Party on Steel on th~ environmental issues. 
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Clean l'echnologies and 
Environ1n.ental Issues in the 

Iron and Steel Industiy 

Chang, Rae-Woong 

Environmental Committee 

SEAISI 
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Change of Circumstances 
in International Trade Market 

• GATT -~• WTO 

•UR---•~ GR 

Competition power of product depends on 

environmental control technologies in the 

manufacturing process 

[T-~e-;;d- of En~iro-nmental -
I 

Technology 

End-of-Pipe technology 

• Clean Technology 
(Pollution Prevention Technology) 

• Waste recycling 

• Pollution source reduction 

• Product change 
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Environmental Issues in the Iron & 
Steel Industry 

• The 5th SEAISI Environmental Comn1ittee Meeting 

- Dioxin in incinerator and EAF 

- Waste minimization 

- EAF dust treatment 

- Scrap utilization in minimills 

- Basel convention outcomes and effect 

- ,A.lternative Fe source 

- Energy saving for C02 reduction 

- ISO 14000 impact on South East Asian Region 

: Establishment of environme11tal manageme~t system 

and development of clean technology 

- LCA research: Exchange of technical information 

- Environmental, training in parallel with research 
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• The 33rd llSI Environmental Committee meeting 

- Dioxin: measuring method and regulation staQdard 

- Radioactive substance in scrap: proposal on 

detector installation 

- Regulation standard of dust under 2.5un1 size: 

Causing pulmonary disease 

- C02 tax: Cancelled or reserved in most countries 

- ISO 14000: Information exchange of LCA research, 

standardization of environmental management 

system(EMS) 

- Basel convention: the effect of scrap trade 

- Training and communication (Environment, Safty 

and Health) 

[ 
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EAF Dust Treatment by DC Arc Plasma 
Technology 

• Objective : EAF Dust treatment from stainless 
steel plant and minimills 

• Characteristics of the system(pilot scale) 

- 1 MW and 2000 T I Y capacity 

Power 
Supply 

- Continuous dust injection without pretreatment 

- Zn separation at the top of the system 

Elt: c lro<Jt: 
Exten<Je:<J A11.. 
DC Plasm.t 
F'r.e ~[l- Heat I • Exchanger 

_i9JJ ~~~~:;d .. 
Zn Cond1:11sor Stack 

Blower 

Anode 

• Advantages 

- Total recycling of EAF dust 

- Not expensive compare to the other commercialized 

process($100.-120/T) 
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Wastewater Recycling I 
• Activated carbon process 

- Remove organics that cause odor, taste and 
PAHs in the wastewater, especially, coke plant 
wastewater 

- Reusable in most direct cooling system 

- Not expensive, 7 .0 cent IT 

• Reverse. osmosis process 

- Re111ove all pollutants as well as ionic compounds 

- Produce ultra pure water fron1 wastewater 

- Very expensive, 65 cent IT 

• Electrodialysis process 

- Remove ionic compounds such as chloride, 
sulfate and metals 

- Applicable in the wastewater from plating process 

- Expensive, 30 cent IT 



Source Reduction of NOx in a 
Stainless Steel plant 

• NOx is inevitably produced in a stainless steel 
pickling process by using nitric acid and 
hydrofluoric acid 

• Addition of a little amount of hydrogen peroxide 
into pickling acid can drastically reduce the NOx 

• Product quality is similar to current pickHng 
process 

I Current process I 

[oeveloped process J 

Scrubber(3 step) 

NOx, HF 
.----~ Exhaustgas 

(Nox, 2000ppm) 

I Acid waste treatment j • Effluent & sludge 

I H20 2 Injection system I 

[AC"id recovery j 

L---__.._. [Acid waste treatmi.:nt j--. Effluent & sludge 

rlTT~-~~;•.-,__,~·- ·~ 

~1 ~ ~ ·~ ,. • • • ~ • 

j • • . " 
~ ,~ . 
~ ' . 

-.. &.Oil.'. 

I 1 
. ...... J 
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A.GREEMENTS WITH INDUSTRXi 111E DlJTCH_COYENANTS 
BY JAN A. SUURLAND · 

Introduction 

One of the most striking features of Dutch Environmental Policy is the so-called Target Group 
Approach. This approach implies the translation of longer tenn environmental quality levels into 
quantified emission reduction and resource conservation targets for different sectors of• the 
*!eonomy. Based on the policy objectives of the National Environmental Policy Plan targets 
have been set for key sectors like indusuy. energy conversion, agriculture, building and 
construction, traffic and transport, waste management services and consumerism. 
A fundamental principle underlyiilg this approach is that the responsibility for achieving these 
targets lies primarily with .. the target group. Therefore the govcmment ·is encouraging 
st£keholders in a particular set of environmental issues to enter into voluntary agl'.'ecmcnts. These 
agrcemc.'tts can be viewed as lhe 'modus operandi' of the target group approach. Up till now 
about 60 volWltary agreements have been made covering a very broad span of environmental 
issues and economic activities. As far as industry is concerned voluntary agre.ements can be 
divided in two broad categories. One type: or industry agreements is dealing with-product related 
issues. Examples are package waste prevention and recycling; re.cycling of plastic materials, 
solvent reduction in paints, ink and cleaning products; reduction of fosfates in detergents; 
reduction of PAH (Polycyclical aro~tic Hydrocarbons) emissions from wood products, etc. 
The second type of industry agreements is dealing with production process control measures. It 
is on this type of agreements or covenants that we will focus in this paper, because they are part 
of a comprehensive programme to achieve sustainable production systems througl1out industry. 
Across the board this means that emission reductions should be achieved up till S0-70% percent 
in 2000 and 70-90 percent in 2010 compared to 1935 levels. Total annual environmental control 
costs in industry will rise from approximately 2 billi\>n guilders in 1990 to S billion in 2000. 

Iabk.J..: Summary of NEPP TARGETS Po[ Industry 

Cluna1e cban&e 
- ozon~ depletion 

(montreal, EC) 
- C02 (base-year 1989) 

Acidification C 1985,) 
S02 
NOX 
voe 

Diffusion 0985) 
Heavy metals 
toxic chemicals 

-3-5% 

-80% 
-60% 
-60% 

-50-90% 
-50-90% 

-90% 
-90% 

·80-99% 
-50-99% 



_Eutrophicatioo 098~' 
Nitrate 
Phosphate 

Waste Disposal 
Prevention 
Re-use/recycling 
Incineration 
landfill 
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-70% 
-75% 

10%} 68% 60.106 tons 
15% 
7% 

~ Why Industry Emission Co9trol Covenants'/ 

-75% 
-95% 

As in most countries industrial pollu~ion control in the Netherlands is being ~xccutcd by means 
of a decentralised licensing system, involving local, regional ar.d water management authorities. 
For small and less risky activities emission control is being regulated by general decrees. 
Although there are legal requi~ements and guidelines to be respected there is considerable room 
for discretionary decision ri1alcing by the licensing authorities, not only rcgwding emission 
control standards to be imposed upon industries but also with regard to enforcement policies to 
be followed. 
Another typical feature of the traditional licensing approach is that it relics very much on the 
manar,erial capacity and capabilities of licensing authorities to ensure that all industrial facilities 
are operating under an appropriate - up to date - permit. This implies that the licensing 
authorities should be able to monitor and review all existing faclliti~ within their jurisdiction 
rather frequently. Our experience is that keeping the environmental performance of industries up 
to date by means of license-review procedures is a very costly and time - eonsuming business if 
it has to be dol'Je by unilaternl action on the part of licensing auth9rilies. The actual result is that 
throughout industry there is a wide divergence in actual environmental performance standards 
due to deficiencies in thP existing licensing system. Furthermore there is no guarantee that 
national targets will be achieved. 

This divergence in standards and enforcement is not only problematic from an environmenlal 
perspective but also for industry at large because it is disturbing competitive relations within 
se.:tors of industry both in the domestic and international market place. Until recently these 
problems were felt by the business communily as a nuisance that was irritating but not making 
life miserable. However in view of the ambitious goals set by the NEPP and the substantial 
increase in environmental costs to be made it became clear to all parties involved (busine~s 
community, central government and licensing authorities) that a concerted aclion should be 
taken to ensure a more uniform and efficient implemer1W1tion process throughout industry. This 
is exactly what the covenants arc trying to ac.complish. 

Before going into more details it is imoortant to note that these covenants are being used as a 
complement to ex.isling law and license regulations rather than being an alternative to direct 
regulation. They serve as a manaecmem tool by providing' ralher detailed agreements on the 
implementation process to be followed but are bounded by the general legal framework that is 
determining the core responsibilities of central government, liccnJing authorities and industries 
as well the community rights related to licensing and enforr~ment procedures. In this respect 
these covenants c!:"fer from a number of product related covenants (e.g. packaging waste, plastic 
recycling, take back schemes cf used products) which do replace or pre-empt diroct regulations'. 

[ 
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Before actually starting negotiations with separate sectors of industry the Ministry of 
Environment has sought general agreement on the rules of the game to be played. For this 
purpose a Central Committee on Environment and Industry was established immediately after 
the NEPP. This committee consists of major players in the field. (key decision makers in 
industry, trade-unions, licensing authorities and central government ministries). 
Under the supervision of this committee a number of documents have been produced that serve 
as a guidance for the target group management approach and the covenant processes involving 
industry. A major task in preparing the covenant process was the compilation of an industry
wide inventory of base line emissions to be used as a reference document for the development 
of emission reduction and resource conservation targets to be met by the different sectors of 
industry. On the basis of this inventory 14 sectors have been selected as priority target groups 
involving some 12000 companies, together responsible for over 90 percent of industrial 
pollution. (Not included is the energy conversion sector-refineries and power generation - for 
which a somewhat different target group approach is being followed). The general approach has 
been discussed extensively in Parliament. This resulted in a broad endorsement of the covenant 
approach, although Parliament reserved its right to check each covenant separalel~. 

Table 2: ~hcdule of Cavenants to be Concluded with Industry 

lndustcy Sector 

Printine and packaging printers• 
Base Metals• 
ChcmiCals• 
Dairy• 
Metal products and electronics 
Textiles 
Abattoirs/meat industry 
Paper and paper products 
Leather 
Rubber and plastic products 
Brick and tiles 
Concrete and Cement products 
Other mineral products 

• Covenants concluded 

4... The Covenant Process 

Date of Covenant 

1992 
1993 
1993 

1994 
1994 
1994 
1994 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 
1995 

1994 

For each particular ~tor the process is bein~ initialed by an invitation of the Ministry of 
r!.nvironment to all relevant parties (industry and licensing authorities) to participate in a joint 
starting meeting. This meeting is being used to e:ii:plain the purpose of the covenant process, 
procedures to be followed, to identify issues that will need srx-...:ial attention and to check 
whether and to what extent industry representatives are empowered to start actual negotiations. 
Depending on the mandate of industry representatives preparations can start irr.med1ately or will 
require ~unhcr consultative meetings· with key deci~ion makers. 
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Due to lhe lack of experience and unfamiliarity with this type of negotiations the first covenants 
took a rather long time (more than 12 month!i) also because along the way it turned out that the 
legal status of the· covenants needed more clarification to become acceptable to industry 
lawyers. We have;: also le.amed that it is essential to have an adequate feedback mechanism built 
into the negotiation pmcess, panicularly wi~1 CEO's of leading companies in the sector. 
Without their direct involv~ ment there is no guarantee that results achieved with the negotiators 
will have a fair chance to be endorsed by the sector at large. 

The covenant takes actual shape by d1awing up a declaration of intent in which industry-sector 
associations, central government ministers and the licensing authorities pledge that they will 
pursue a policy aiming at the realisation of the Integral Environmental Target Plan for the sector 
concerned. The IETP comprises au NEPP policy objectiv~ including energy conservation, 
pertaining to the sector for 1995, 2000 and 2010 and is as such part of the oovenant. Therefore 
the contract runs also up to _2010 though under the oondition that there will be a periodic 
assessment of the process. 
It s!lould be noted that the IETP is in principle not negotiable. The targets to be met are set one 
sided by the central government on the basis of the relative share of the sector in total pollution 
loads, taking into account the NEPP policy objectives. However to the extent that there is doubt 
about the validity of the data being use.d this may lead to a correction of the IETP. This being 
the case the agreement will provide for a more detailed assessment of ba.-;eline and actual 
emission profiles of the sector. 
The IETP's are being establishe.d without a detailed assessment of the e.conomic impacts on the 
panicular sector. On the basis of a macro- and meso economic impact analysis in combination 
with a rough technology assessment ..he NEPP concluded that no major economic disruptions 
were to be expected. However this does not exclude the occurrence of particular technical· 
economic bottlenecks at the sectoral level for instance because of chan~ng market conditions. 
For this reason the declaration of intent does not commit individual oompanics directly - in a 
legal sense - to the attainment of the IETP. Instead they arc committed to apply - as a general 
rule • Best Available Technology (BAT), in accordance with the guidelines set out in a number 
of documents. 

Most of the work to be done during the prepard.tion phase centres around the: implc:men~tiun 
procedures to be followed. The way this implementation process is being handled may differ 
from sector to sector as wt!ll as between companies within a sector. To keep it simple we will 
discuss two rather extreme types. ln reality mc,;e hybrid sector structures are the rule and 
accommodated for in the covenant process (e.g. textiles and metal-electro). 

Hetero~eoeous sectors 

In those sectors where there is a great variety of industrial processes and individual plants have 
a substantial impact on total pollution loads of the sector, like for instance the ha~·metal and 
chemical industry, the covenant does require that each individual company will_ submit -:.very 
four yea.rs a Company Environment.al Pl~n (CEP) to the licensing authority. To ensure that this 
will truce place the government demands th.at the agreement ha.1; to be signed not only hy the 
industry associations involved but 2lso by the majority of the companies in the sector (coverin~ 
at least 80% of tola.l emissions). 
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This plan • the first to be issued within six to eight months after the agreement - has to indicate 
the measures that the company will take lo reduce pollution loads during the first four years. 
The plan should also indicate the emission reduction targets the company intends to achieve in 
the next four years. This to enable the licensing authority to appraise the short run perfonnance 
in conjunction with the longer tenn commitments the company is willing to take upon itself. 
The CEP has to be submitted for approval to the licensing authorities. When approved this 
implies that the company may be .assure.d that investment decisions taken in accordance with~ the 
plan will meet no objections by the licensing authorities. Neither will the licensing authority 
take action to enforce environmental control measures beyond the scope of the plan (unless 
forc.ed to do so as a result of appeal procedures). To as.Dst ta'te licensing authority in its appraisal 
the (first) company plan should l?e accompanied by an inventory of emissions and energy) 
consumption for the base year sta~ in the IETP and a summary of emission rt.ductions already 
achieved since the base year (1985)'. Furthennore the company plL"l should give an estimate of 
likely problems the company .may have in applying_ BAT due to e.g. financial, technical ·or 
market circumstances. 

The covenants alsc, stipulates that companies arc free to set their own priorities and to choose 
the most cost--cffcctive solution as long as they can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the 
licensing authority that their efforts are in- line with the requirements of the agreements. i.e .. 
docs not jeopardise the attainment of emission reduction targets set at the sectoral level. 

Companies that are required to draw up an environmental company plan arc also obliged to 
issue an annual repon on their performance over the last year and the results to be expected in 
the next year. Both company plans and annual reports are public ·documents, with exemptian:. 
for commercially sensitive information. The company plans and annual reports will be used also 
to monitor progress at the sector level. In each sector the aggregate results will be produced and 
analyzed by a Consultative Committee. Thili sector Committee is supervising the implementation 
of the agreement and has to draw up recommendations to the Minister of Environment to 
remedy problems lhat may arise eventually. The Consultative Committee consists of 
representatives of all parties involved in lhe agreement. 

The base metal se.ctor is the first that h~ completed the first round of environmental company 
plans. The aggregated results are presented in table 3 and compared with the emission reduction 
targets set for the sector. Due to a collapse of world market prices of steel and aluminium the 
industry is faced with a strong erosion of financial resources since 1990. This has resulted in a 
slow down of environmental investment~ which explains why not all 1995 targets arc being met. 
This has been accepted by the public authorities. However the · Consultative Committee 
recommended to maintain the 2000 targets and these will have. to be safeguarded by the next 
round of environmental company plans. The committee has decided to develop a more detailed 
guidance document to resolve existing technical problems in environmental .control, panicularly 
with regard to NOx and some toxic emissions. 
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Table 3: Comparison of Emjssjon Reduction Taacts and Aggregated Results 
Environmental Plans Base ,b::eral Industry 

Acidj fication 
• Sulphuroxide 
• Nitrogenoxides 

Diffusion to air 
• Fluorides 
• Fine Particulates 
• Zinc 
• Lead 
•Chromium 
• Ancnic 
• PAH's 
• Hydrogen Sulphide 

Diffusion to water 
• Phenols 
• Zinc 
• Lead 
•Nickel 
•Mercury 
• Hydrogen sulphide 

Eutrophication 
• Nitrogen 

Hom0,2coeous Sectors 

1995 
Target 

35% 
25% 

50"1 
70% 
50% 
50% 

65% 
65% 
SO% 
25% 

40% 

CEP's 

28% 
14% 

46% 
-37% 
29% 
63% 

86% 
73% 
38% 
-21 % 

61% 

2000 
Target 

75% 
55~ 

809' 
75% 
509' 
709L 
S09L 
50% 
80% 
509' 

509' 
65% 
659' 
509' 
509L 
503 

70% 

CEP's 

56~ 
16f0 

23" 
609' 
499L 
909L 
609' 
63~ 
709' 
499' 

999' 
909' 
789:. 
609' 
·15" 
819' 

61% 

In sectors dominated by industries of a relatively homogeneous nature with hardly any 
'outstanding polluters' like for instance tl'ac printing industry, a more standardized approach to 
environmental managemenl can be followed. For these sectors the covenant docs not need to 
have the direct commitment of individual firms to become effective. Therefore the covenant 
process involves - on the side of industry - only the branch organisations. The con: element of 
the agreement in these sectors is the development of a detailed implementation plan. The 
purpose of this implementation plan is twofold. First it provides for a package of technical 
options to solve environmental problems in a cost-effective manner, suited to the different 
processing modules prevailing in the sector, together with a standard format rcP.Ort to be used 
by the companies as a company environmental plan. Sc:conc!ly the implementation plan provides 
for a timc·schedule with regard tu specific emission control measure.~ to be taken by companies. 
Contrary to the case of heterogeneous industry there is no obligation for these firms to issue an 
annual report. Actual progress will be monitored hy the Sector Consultative .Committee on the 
basis of surveys to be carried out in wllaboration between the contracting partners. 
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In Company Epyjronmeoial Manaeemcnt 

Part of the Target Group approach for industry is to enhance the quality of environmental 
management (environmer.tal caresystcms) wil'lin companies. In agreement with the national 
employers association a programme ·was set up in 1990 to stimulate the introduction of in 
company environmental management and auditing systems. The target set for 1995 v.11ii that 
some 10.000 companies should have a comprehensive environmental management system in 
place. Most of these companies belong to the same sectors that were selected as J.i:"iority target 
groups. Part of the industry sector covenants is therefore the obligation that companies will 
establish an adequate environmental manage:ncnt and auditing system. 

If we break down the development of an environmental management system in 3 phases the 
situation by the end of 1992 can be ~summarised as follows. 
Some 32 percent of the companies had started preparations, 37 percent was in the procc.ss of 
designing the system and 21 percent was actually implementing an environmental care system or 
had finished the job. More than 70 percent of companies with more than SOO employees arc in 
the advanced group. For the 100-500 employee bracket this number is 40 percent. The chemical 
sector is front-ruMcr with 60 percent in the advanced group. 
Slow starters arc mainly co be found among the smaller companies and in sectors whi.:h so far 
have not been included in the covenant process. This indicates that the pressure to set-up 
environmental managemcn: systems, is more strongly felt when companies are being confronted 
more direct!~ with the need to improve environmental performance. 

A recent survey under Durch enterprise revealed that there is a great demand for a common 
standard against which the quality of the environmental management system can be judged. 
Together with industry we have started to develop such a standard and certification scheme 
within the framework of implementing the European Environmental ',ianagement and Audit 
Scheme Regulation. One of the major advances, of standardisation and certification is that it 
may streamline existing monitoring and enforcement procedures, thereby reducing the 
administrative costs for both industry and licensing authorities. This of course depends very 
much on the safeguards that ca.i be built into the certifkation scheme. In our view this not only 
requires safeguards that the company will comply with existing emission and resource 
conservation standards but also that a certified system should guarantee that the company will 
take steps to improve its environmental performance continuously. A practical solution would be 
to link the certificate to the requirement that the company should issue an environmental plan 
like the one that is being demanded in the Dutch covenants. 

~y conservation 

Under the first responsibility of the Minister of Economic Affairs (Department of Energy) an 
energy conservation programme is being implemented aiming at an increase of energy efficiency 
of 20 percent in industry during this decade. This target has been derived from the C02 target 
for 2000 in the ~"EPP. demanding a cut in C02-emissions of 3-S percent overall. _ 
Within industry some 25 sectors have been selected to be incorporated into the energy 
conservation programme. Targets to be met may differ from sector to sector and arc established 
in direct negotiations bctwcer. DOE and thi; branch organisations involved. On the ba~is of these 
sectoral targets individual companies nre being approached in order to cpme to individual 
agreements. 
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These company by company contracts arc based upon an assessment of feasible energy saving 
options avaiiable for the industry and result in a time-schedule for implementing these measures. 
The programme provides for a financi.:il incentive that is (partly) bridgcing the gap there may be 
between commercially acceptable financial returns on capital investment and the longer pay back 
period of energy conservaticn-mcasures. 

To the extent that there is an overlap between the sectoral energy agreements and the priority 
target groups of environmental policy the energy agreement will be ifloorporated in the 
environmental industty covenants. This also implies that the energy measures agreed on the 
level of individual companies will have to be part of the company environmental plan that has to 
be submitted to the licensing authority. However, although the environmental licensir(J 

' 0 
authorities are competent to impo~ e.'lergy efficiency standards and measures, there is a general 
agreement between parties that as a rule licensing authorities will not deviate from the 
agreements achieved in individual energy contracts, unless a trade off between environmental 
and energy savir.g issues is unavoidable. This .may be the case for example when a company is 
delaying critical pollution control measures in favour of energy conservation. 

5... Conclu,dinf Remarks 

We will conclude this paper with a summary of the main advantages of the covenants to both 
industry and the government. 

a. l~ratjon of sectoral industry and eayimnmental pol~ 

The most appropriate level to adc!rcss possible conflicts betwun environmental and economic 
interests is the sectoral level. The covenant provides for a framework for the reconciliation of 
environmental and economic issues by establishing Sectoral Consultative Committees involving 
all relevant parties in combination with a sector by sector monitoring and cvdluation scheme. 
Also the covenant commits the public authorities to ensure a co-ordinated implemcntaticn of 
cnvironmen:al control measures. Central government is committed to avoid as much as possible 
a distortion of competitivt relations and has therefore th: obligation to monitor the dcvelopmen: 
of environmental policies in other advanced industrial nations. More in particular the central 
government will strive for the implementation of a similar industry target group approach witl"in 
the framework of the European Union. 

b. lntceration of enyjronmenl3.I e.nd strategic .co~ planning 

By establishing an JETP for each sector the central government makes clear what is expected 
from industry and the licensing authorities. The IETF covers the whole environmental agenda 
up to 2010 with regard to industrial emission control. By working with the same agenda it will 
be more easy for individual companies arid licensing authorities to agree on· priorities. The: 
system of company environmental plans also ensures that the agenda will oc updated 
periodically. Important is also that the: covenant allows companies more rei1:ibility in making 
trade offs between different environmental issues This wm facilitate the implementation of cost· 
effective process integrated pollution ~revention measures. We may therefore conclude that the 
covenant will help companies to integrate environmental concerns into their O\'c:-...JJ investment 
planning and marketing strategics. 

r 
l 
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c. Streamlinine licensine and enforcement proc.edures 

A major objective of the covenant process i.s to bring about a shift in industry's attitude toward .. 
environmental management. Rather that being reactive to environmental measures imposed upon 
them the covenant commits companies to a pro-active role. Part of the covenant is the 
development of an appropriate communication structure tCI make sure that all companies and 
licensing authorities know what is expected from them. On top of that helpdcsks are being 
established to assist companies a..,d licensing authorities with the implementation of the 
covenant. This will contribute lo a more coherent approach by the licensing authorities. To 
ensure compliance throughout industry the covenant instructs licensing authorities to take special 
measures to COU!1tcr possible free rider behaviour. 
The overall result will be that the administrative costs involved in 1i~el'lsing and enforcement 
procedure will be substanlial less than under traditional command and control approaches to the 
benefit of both industry and the public authorities. Indeed we will get: 

More Environment for less Money 



WHY INDUSTRY CONVENANTS ? 

* 

* 

* 

Streamlining of licensing and enforcement 
procedures 

To improve environmental performance by industry ~ 

To provide for a level playing field 

~1 



THE CONVENANTS PROCESS (PARTIES) 

CEN'l'RAL GOVERNMENT 
Ministry of Environment 

Ministry of Water Management 

Ministry of Economic Affairs 

LICENSING AUTHORITIES 
Provincial councils 

Union of municipalities 

Union of water management authorities 

INDUSTRY 
Branch organisations 

I -~ 
I 



IHE CONVENANT PROCESS (PRODUCTS) 
I 

A. INTEGRAI" ENVIRONMENTAi, TARGET PLAN 
- sectoral emission reduction targets 
- best available technology (alara) 

B. DECI,ARATION OF INTENT 
-- implementation procedures ietp 
- commitments industry 
- commit1nents public authorities 

C. SECTORAi, CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEES 
- monitoring and evaluation 
- recommendations to central government 

I --0 
I 

...... 



C_ONVENANT J>ROCESS (HE'l'EROGENOUS 
SECTORS) 

* 

* 

* 

* 

individual companies sign covenant 

environmental company plans 
(every four years) 

annual company progress reports 

annual reports total sector performance 

examples: base metal I chemicals 

I ---I 



COMMITMENTS FOR COMPANIES (1) 
I 

* Update the Company Environmental Plan every 
four years 

* Aru1ual report concerning the implell!entation of 
the Conipany Environmental Plan 

I 

.... .... 
N 

I 

~ 



COMMITMENJ'S FOR COMPANIES (2) 

* The Best Available Control Technology is the , 
starting point for the Company ~ 
Environmental Plan 

* When the IETP is 11ot fully implemented, more 
extensive measures must be indicated in next CEP 



RESULTS ADDITION COMPANY ENVIRONMENTAL 
PIANS PRIMARY METALS INDUSTRY 

1995 2000 
Target CEP's ·rarget CEP's 

I 1 
Diffusion to water 
. Phenols - - 50% 99o/o 
. Zinc 65% 86o/o 65o/o 90o/o 
. L.ead 65% 73% 65% 18o/o 
• Nickel 50% 38% 50% 60o/o 
. Mercury 25% -21% 50% -15% 
. Hydrogen sulphide - - 50% 81 o/o 

Eutrophic~tion 
I 40% 61% ' 70% . Nitrogen. 61% 

I 

..... -Po 

I 



ADVANTAGES TARGET GROUP APPROACH 

* Initiative lies with companies 

* More process-integrated solutions for 
environmental problems 

* Integrated approach of environmental problems 

* More efficient licensing 

' -..... 
VI 

' 



RESULTS ADDITION COMPANY ENVIRONMENTAL 
PLANS PRIMARY·METALS INDUSTRY 

1995 2000 
Target CEP's Target CEP's 

. 
- Acidification 

. Sulphuroxide 35% 28o/o 75o/o ·· 56o/o 

. Nitrogenoxides 25% 14o/o 55o/o 16o/tJ 

. . 
Diffusion to air 
. Fluorides - - 80o/o 23o/o 

. Fine Particulates - - 75% 60% 

- . Zinc 50% 46% 50% 49o/o 

• Lead 70% -37% 70% 90% 

. Chromium 50% 29% 50% 60o/o 
I 

-

. Arsenic · 50% 63% SOo/o 63% 

. PAH's - - 80% 70% 

• Hydrogen Sulphide - - 50% 49o/o 

I 

.... .... 
"' 
I 



SECTOR CONSULTATION 

* To monitor progress in the development and 
implementation of the IETP 

* Possibilities for further phasing parts of the 
IETP for at t}J.e most 4 years 

* Can Propose to adjust IETP 

* .For adjustment IETP approval·· of all parties 
necessary 

I ---...J 
I 



COMMITMENTS FOR THE AUTHORITY (1) 

* To judge and check the Company Environmental 
Plan. 

I 
,_ 
,_ 
co 

* Company Environmental Plan is basis for issuing ' 
licences 

* To judge and check the yearly report 



CONIMITMENTS FOR THE AUTHORITY (2) 

* Unilaterally action towards companies that do not 
implement the declaration of intent 

* Efforts to achieve international harmonization of 
environmental policy 

NEXT PAQl:!(SJ 1 

left rn.A:\~K 
;1prw • "' •. ~ zaal 

I 
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SELF-REGULATORY ENVIRONMENTAL .VEASl.!RF-S 
IN 11/E METALLL'RG/CAL INDUSTRIES 

&ads Wdvaodt 

The first Dutch Covenant 

On March 10th 1992 the first covenant was signed between the target group ·prirr,ary 
Metals Industry• {PMI) and the Dutch authorities that deal with environmental issues. 

This target group PMI consists of 35 steel and alum1~ium producing and processing 
companies. 

In full the name of this covenant is: 
"Declaration of intent on tha implementation of environmental policy for tne primary 
metals industry· 

Important part of this covenant is the "Integral Environment~! Target Plan· {IETP}. In the 
IETP the goals of the Dutch Natipnal Environmental Policy Plan are translated into reduc
tion targets for the years 1995, 2000 ar.d 2010 in relation to the emissions in 1985. 
Headlines of the covenant are: 

Every 4 years each company of the PMI will make a ·company Environmental Plan" 
(CEP), that covers a period of 4 years and also provides a projection of activities to 
be taken for a subsequent period of 4 years. 

In the CEP the company describes activities and efforts to reduce the environmental 
pollution against the background of the IETP. 

The companies of the PMI strive to reacn consonance with the authorities about the 
content of their CEP. 

The authorities judge the CEP on accuracy of data. 

The authorities ensure that each company makes a satisfactory ettort to reduce 
environmental pollution !Q&inst the background of the IETP 

ll the authorities approve of the CEP. they take it into account by their regulatory 
activities: the plan will be formalised in the framework of the relevant permits. 

What is the companies interest to agree w1tn this covenant 

In the CEP it is possible to take an integrated approacn to environmental problems. As a 
result of the organization of the environmental control in the Netherlands. permits are given 
by different authorities for emissions to air and to water. In tne CEP a company can 
choose the best solution for the environment as a whole. 

In the CEP a list of actions with high priority results 1n "certain investments". Once a CEP 
is approved by the authorities. other possible actions are not taken in the period of that 
CEP. 
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The process of making a CEP at Hooaovens Staal 

activiti ;~ 

The activities ~tartad ir. March 1992. In december 1992 ~he first concept of the CEP was 

ready. It consisted of 

-description of the works 

-inventory of environmental effects ch 1ded in 
climate and energy (C02) 
acidification (502, NOx) 
diffusion of sustances {heavy metats 

eutrofication 
recycling 
disturbance: 

drought 
waste 
environmental care systems 

·inventory of techniques to reduce emissions 

·41r 

·water 
·soil 
·radiation 

"noise 
·smell 
·external safety 
·oust 

From december 1992 until july 1993 the CEP was studied by the authorities. Their reacti
ons resulted in a definite CEP that was ready in july 1993. 

experiences 

During the process it became clear tnat it was a !earning p;ocess for botn tt"1e company 
and the authorities. 

The total operation was very extensive in time and man power. 
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Reductions of emissions 

In oktober 1993 the results of all CEP's from the PMI were known and added u;::>. The 
conclusion was in general that 80 % of the targets tor 1 995 will be met. 
For instance: 

; substances recuctions in 1995 •I emissions 1n reductions rn 2000 II I 1985 I 

target CE P's target l CEP's 

acldifica- I 

I tlon 
sulphur- 16000 ton 35% 28% 75% 56% 
oxide I 

I nitrogen- 8800 ton- 25% 14% 55% 16% : 
oxides 

i 
r 

diffusion 
I 

i 
to air I fluondes 338 ton - - 80% 23% I fine parti- : 
culates 7250 ton - - 75% 60% I 

zinc 104 ton 50% 46% 50% 49% 
lead 51 ton 700/o +37% 70% 

I 

90% 
Chromium 1 ton 50% 29% 50% 60% 
arsenic 0.54 ton 50% 63% 50% 63% 
PAH's 23 ton - - 800/0 70% 

ri 
hydrogen 
sulphide 490 ton - - 50% 49% 11 

i- l I' I 

I ! h ~ diffusion 
to water 

65°/~ I 
!I phenols i61 ton I 50% I 99"/o 'l - I 

zinc 62 ton 86% l 65% 90% i Jeao 5,8 ton 65% 73% 65% 78% I 
nickel 4,6 ton 500/o 3d% 50% 60% 11 

•. mercury ' ,0,04Ci ton 25% +21% 50%' +15% ·I 
f. hyd'°gen I 

sulphide J2 ton - I - 50% 81% I 
I I 

the emission is higher in relation to the emission in 1965. In some cases this aoes 
not mean that emissions are really higher. 
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Continuation 

In 1996 the PM! will make new CEP's. 
It .s dear that high priority has to be given to substances tor which the targets in 2000 are 
not yet reached. 

r 
l 
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ISO TC 207 and ifs Relation to European EMAS-Regulation 

Christine Jasch.IOW Vienna 

Historical development 

In connedion with the strider product and environmental liability laws. companies .m the United 
States and the United Kingdom started in the 80ies to undertake periodic reviews of environmentally 
relevant parts of their produdion processes and to monitor compliance with legal requirements. The 
toc!s used ror this purpose are a mixture between internal controlling and auditing procedures on the 
one hand and ~he procedure for the audit of the annual accounts under the relevant accounting laws 
on the other. adapted in such a way as to put a new emphasis on assessing a company's 
environmental performance. 

Eco-audits belong to a new category of economic instruments for environmental proteC!ion which rely 
on the self-regulating forces of the market and the economy as well as tne responsible behaviour of 
business firms and consumers. The aim of these market-based instruments is to design an 
appropriate framework within which business firms assume economic and ecological responsibility for 
their adivities. This is to be <lone in such a way as to make environmental management and 
ecologically responsible business practices ~ay. not only for the economy as a whole but also for the 
individual firm. 

The roots of the eco-aud1t. as performed in the United States. go back to the late 1970s, when it was 
developed in response to tightened environmental regulations as well as a number of accidents in 
large chemical companies. However. the only purpose of the audit was to asce~ain whether 
compliance of the firm's activities with the relevant laws and regulations could be ensured. Since then 
eco-auditing, performed either by the companies t!"lemselves or by external consultants, has become 
increasingly widespread - by 1979 already two thirds of the 110 largest American companies had 
introduced an eco-auditing programme as an internal management instrument. FollOwing this. more 
and more companies wanted to have these programmes audited externally. In general, an eco-audit 
is introduced when a company decides to install a management system which is designed to 
discover (by regular and systema!lc moni:oring and inspecllvn), analyse and report (ooth internally 
~nd externally by means of an environmental informa11on system) potential environmental problems. 

During the last two decades the reasons for which audits a'e earned out have changed. While ir. the 
beginning audits were merely a means to ensure compliance with the numerous environmental 
regulations. a much wider and. from tile management's point o! view. more sensible approach was 
adopted later on. the purpose being a comprehensive ana1y:.1s of ali possible ways or m111ga11ng 
environmenial impacts and reducing emissions 1n an economically efficient way Furthermore 11 forms 
the basis for an efficient environmental management and environmental contromng system 
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The environmentJI information system is modelled on the financial audil (see Figure 1). which is 
. composed of t~.-ee parts 

1. The ba:ance sheet. a stock concept, which shows the fixed and current a~:sets as well as habihtes 

and ownea:::.· equity of a company at a given date. 

2 The profit and loss account. a flow concept. which 1ecords the flow of funds over the financial 
year. categorized into sales revenues minus personnel and material expenditures 

3. Reports. which explain the items ir. the first two statements and provide an overall picture of the 

general situation and prospects of the finn. 

In the case of large firms. the annual accounts as well as the internal control system are examined 

annually by a certified accountant. following which they are pub11shed in the Commercial Register. 

The traditional (financial) audit is completed by the auditor's report to the addressees of the annual 

~".'.counts. These are primarily the owners 'lf the finn, but also stakeholders such as creditors, 

customers, employees. etc. It includes a report on the accounting procedures and results as well as 

the annual accounts drawn up in compliance with accounting principles such as true and fair view. 

u11ambiguous presentation. substantive accuracy and impartiality. Thus the auditor confirms 

compliance with legal accounting and auditing rules as well as conformity with the principles of proper 
accounting. 

Similar categories have developed in the field of environ:nental accounting, which can be classified 
into: 

1. As~essment of accident and ri!;k potential at a site 

2. Input-output analysis of material nows 
3. Environmental report. 

In case a company participates in the EMAS Regulation the environmental report is validated by an 

independent environmental verifier. who also reviews organisational structures and the 
implementation of environmental programmes 

The draft EMAS Regulation cgn,·ironmental Management and ~udil ~cheme) submitted by the EC 

Commission in 1990 provided to~ mandatory standardised environmental reports to be rendered 

anm1al!y by certain companies. The procedure was closely modelled on the financial audit and was 

therefore also intended to serve as a check. on the enforcement of environmental legislation On the 

other hand. the International Chamber of Commerce has always supported an auditing procedure 
which is modelled on intema: audits and designed ror internal use only. 

Due to objections from industry the EU scheme was modified into a voluntary system. with 

companies subjecting themselves to this annual review being allowed to use the statement of 

participation for promotional purposes. 

The final EU Regulation is much more comprehensive than the ICC modell since 

• it provides for validation of the environmental statement by external environmental verifiers 

• as well as the publication of the results. and 

• the audit compnses both factual data on the environmental impacts ot a company and the review 

of the management structure 
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What are the objectives of the scheme? 

The aim of the EU Regulation is the 

• voluntary 
• continuous 
• pro-active 

improvement of a company's environmental performance_ This new instrument clear1y embodies the 

idea cf a preventive environmental policy. Without doubt it is - apart from so-called industry 

agreements - one of the first instruments which, in line with the cooperation principle, attempts to 

overcome tJ"ie trade-off between economy and ecology and to reconcile the diverging interests of 
vanous countries. social groups, associations, businesses. consumers, etc. To realise the goal of 

sustainable development all parties involved should have an interest in devising a practical 
instrument that can easily be brought to life. 

Requirements of the EMAS Regulation - a brief description 

Under Article 3 the company has to fulfill certain requi. ements to register a site. robe entitled to use 
the statement of participation for a particular site the company is required to implement all rules. 
conditions and procedures specified in the EU Regulation. 

In this context. the Regulation does not prescribe certo.:n emission limits as minimum standards. but 
opts for a dynamic instrument to proceed on the road towards sustainaille development 

In their environmental policy, participating companies must commit themselves to compliance with all 
relevant regulatory requirements regarding the environment as well as reasonable continuous 

improvements of their environmental performance. These commitments must aim at reducing 
environmental impacts to levels which can be achieved by economically viable application or beS1 
available technology. 

Another obhgat1on is the application of so-called good management practices. as listed in Annex 1. D 
They describe preventive organisational measures to -reduce environmental impacts at source. 

Funhermore, companies have to define. in thP. light of the results of the environmental review and 
subsequent audits. (largely quantitative) targets for all departments. the fulfilment of which is to be 

reviewed in the next penod. Through this ongoing cycle the aim of continuous improvements is to be 
actueved. Initial differences in national standards and legal rrameworks will thus tend to be reduced in 
the medium term (See Figure 2). 

Data collection and assessment on the basis of input-output analysis 

To comply with the requirements of the EU Regulation concerning data collection and assessment or 

the environmental impacts of a site different tools than used within financial or quality audits have to 
be used. One or these instruments for the recording and assessment of environmental impacts of 
business ac.1v111es will be the company eco-balanC'e statement (input-output mass balance) (see 
Figure 3) 
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Via weaknes!:; analysis and the establishment of targets continual environmental controll'ng can be 
.installed as a comparison of desired and actual perfonnarice with regard to the environmental facts 
and conditions pertinent to a company. This is done on the basis of an3lysing current performance by 

means of mass balances and the ecological assessment of these data (eco-balance and 
environmental information system). Measures to be taken will then be deducted from the 

environmental controlling system. 

The IOW arproach 

The ecobalance approach of the ICW (see Figure 4) comprises four elements: 

• input-ou~out analysis on the company level 

• Process flow charts 

• Product life Cycle Assessment 
• Site Assessment 

Input-output analysis of the company 
This mass bal2nce of material flows is the starting point of the analysis. On the one hand tht: inputs 
used by the company are shown, categorised intJ materials and energy. On the output products as 

well as materia: and energy emissions are recorded. This gives an overview over the quantities of 
materials and energy used in the company. It is therefore an analysis which does not only consider 
the mal'Ketable product, but also the by-products. ressource use. wastes and emissions which arise 

from its production. 

Process Flow Charts 

A subdivision of the company balance statement into individual procedural steps leads to process 
balances. The process balance statement is designed to give insights into company-specific 
processes. This requires a detailed examination of individual steps in production - again in the form of 
an input-output analysis. Circular processes are characterised by particularly low materials and 
energy flows outside the system boundaries. 

Product-Life-Cycle Analysis 
If we change our point of reference from the company to the individual product, we have to broaden 
our view and consider the entire product life-cycle by adding upstream and downstream life-cycle 
stages. This type of analysis serves to evaluate the environmental impacts of raw materials, various 
productior. stages, consumption and disposal of a product. It is perfonned by considerin9 the entire 
life-cycle of product and largely corresponds to the product life cycle assessment. 

Site Assessment 
This type of analysis corresponds largely to the procedures involved in carrying out an environmental 
impact analysis and the analysis of accident risk. The structural interference of the site with its 
environment as well as any risks resulting from this are recorded. For example, the use of land and 
environmental resources, interference with the landscape as well as the ecological dimension of fixed 

assets and inventories and accident and liability risks arising from this are considered. 

With the help of these elements materials and energy use. transformation processes. products 
manufactured, material and non-material emissions as well as struct:.iral encroachments are identified 
and reported. Energy consumption, recycling opportunities. wa$te disposal problems. materials 
toxicity and accident risk can thus be assessed The data thus recorded are then summarised and 

weighted in accordance with the company's valuation rnori11es 
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In genera!, the EMAS Regulation is site-based. In view of the requirement (in Annex I C) to examinP 
tt-ie environmental impacts of product design it is also necessar;. however. to co-id.Jct at least a rough 
analysis of the product range. In some companies and industries it is clear that significant adverse 
environm~ntal impacts do not arise from production at the site, but from the goods produced ar~" !he 
a~Jciated logistics. There!ore this area also needs to be opti.nised 

EMAS-Participation 

In ac.ordance v.ith the requirements of the EMAS Regulation the procedure involved in obtaining the 
statement of participation can be summarised as follows (see Figure 5 and Figure 6, Peg/au. 1gg? 
(modified). 

Relationship with standards 

Those responsible for a sik must cany out an initial environmental review with a view to ascertaining 
existing environmental impacts and to develop, in the light of the results of this review.~ site-specific 
environmental management system. The basic features of an environmental management system 
and related requirements are set out in the annexes to the EMAS Regulation. 

Basically, the EMAS Regulation can be implemented all by itself. nowever (in combination with 
Art.19) Art. 12 of the Regulation creates the possibility of having parts of the environmental 
management and audit system certified to a standard. Standards may thus serve to meet parts of the 
requirements of the EMAS Regu1a;ion, provided they have been recognised by the European 
Com:nission. The EU Commission reserves the right to recognise the standards for environmental 
management system. environmental audit and the certification procedure itself. Until a CEN standard 
has been adopted it is possible to apply a number of standards that vary with regard to their field of 
application (national or international) and their content (environmer.tal manageme!1t standards. 
auditing) in parallel. 

Basically, however, the EMAS Regulation can be applied all by itself, i.e. its implementation does not 
require any implementation of national or international ~tandards. 

Even if a company h1S been certified to a standard for environmental management systems and eco
audits by a recognised procedure, the environmental ·statement must be validated by an accredited 
environmental verifier. As yet, the draft standards do not cover the environmental statement. Its 
attestation will, in any case. be independent of the standards and require an additional verification 
procedure. 

The first draft standarj, the BS 7750, was developed by the British Standard institution (BSI) and 
implemented in a pilot project. Following this, the British environmental management standard was 
modified and a completely revised version. which seems to conform to the requirements of the 
~MAS Regulation with regard to environmental management systems. v. as pub!lshed in February 
1994. Other draft standards have been developed in France, Spain and Ireland and a position paper 
has been drafted in Germany. 

To ensure compatibility, standard institutions on the international (International Standards 
Organisation - ISO), European (Comit~ europeen de norm"lisat1on - CEN) and national level have 
set up special standards com1ttees. within which individual working parties are to discuss 
rnPthodolog1cal questions 
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The European Union has given a ma.1date to CEN to develop a uniform European standard for 

-environme'ltal management and auditing. In doing so. GEN has to take account of the efforts made 

by ISO in this field. On the international level. the Technical Committee 207 Environmental 

Management has practically finished work on a standard on environmental management systems. In 

the future this specification ISO 14001 will be used as a basis for environmenta! management 

systems all over the world. 

ISO TC 207 Environmental Management 

Therefore the work done within the International Standards Organisation (ISO) is of ml!ch greater 

relevance. Within !he ISO several subcommittees and working parties have been formed within the 

Technical Committee TC 207 to develop a new standard series ISO 14xxx for the regulation of 

environment:il management. ISOfTC 207 Environmental Management consists of the following 

working groups belonging to SC 1,2. and 4: 

SC1 Environmental Management Systems 
WG1 EMS specification 
WG 2 EMS guidelines 

SC2 Environmental Auditing 
WG General principles 
WG2 Audit procedures 
WG 3 Qualification of Auditors 
WG 4 Other types of environmental investigation 

SC 3 Environmental labelling 

SC4 Environmenldl perfonnance evaluation 
WG Indicators for management system performance 
WG Indicators for operational system performance 

SC 5 Life cycle assessment 

SC 6 Definitions 

Number 14001 
Number 14000 

Number 14010 
Number 14011 
Number 14012 

Number 14021 

Number 14040 

The 14001 specification of SC 1 WG 1 and the guideline 14000 + 14010-12 could be directly binding 

under tM EMAS Regulation. 

ISO 9000 versus ISO 14000 

The draft standard on P.nvironmental management systems ISO 14001 is partly based on the ISO 

9000 series of quality stand!3rds. the first management standard ever. Since quality standards were 

developed earlier it is obvious that the certification bodies for quality management systems have a 

great interest in certifying environmental management systems as well. At the same time. companies 

certified under ISO 9000 have a Hell-founded interest in expanding the existing management system 

~Y including environment:! aspects rather than establishing a completely new additional system. 

Unfortunately, as it often happens when two views of the world meet ("Environment meets quality"). 

co-operation was not immediately established The early phase in the development of environmental 
management standards was influenced t.iy a conflict (which in the meantime has been settled) 

between the representatives of ISO 9000 (vmo claimed that environmental manage~ent could and 

should b2 Jone on the basis of the ISO 9000) and the environmental consultants (holding that a 

separate environmen'al management standard was needed) The establishment of the new Technical 

Committee (TC207) wa:. the essential mlles:one in settling this conflict 
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"It should be understood, however. that there are significant differences between OMS and EMS_ 
While OMS deals with customer requirements where a required level of performance is ad~ressed. 
an EMS has to take into account the needs of the environment as well as the needs of a range of 
stakeholders. in setting its policy, objectives and targets". cited from ISO 14001 _ 

Of course the new ISO 14001 specification on environmental management systems adopts. in the 
appropriate form. all elements which a1 e essential for both standard series. Summing up, it can be 
staled that the principles and most of the elements of the ISO 9000 series are used in environmental 
management systems. but that the relative weighting of the individual elements do not meet the 
practical requirements of environmental protection_ (See outline of ISO 140001 in Figure 7) 

Significant difftrences are perceived in the basic objectives_ For example. classical quality 
management has to be careful to ·meet customer expectations_ In the field of environmental 
protection, however, the empha~is is put on the guiding principle of continuous improvement. Non
compliance with requirements in the field of environmental management can thus lead to prosecution 
under criminal law. Therefore it is to be feared that environmental management systems and 
environmental audits become less attractive for several firms if environmental standards are 
modelled too closely on the ISO 9000 series or if those wflo take part in the certification of quality 
management systems are loo closely involved in the cer\ification of environmental management 
systems. 

Especially companies which do not need quality management systems due to their market profile or 
which put the emphasis on tightly monitoring the technical safety of their plants may be put off by the 
additional eff~rt for building up a quality management system_ The same applies to companies with a 
decentralised decision-making structure or companies which perform product quality control without 
having established a quality management system according to the ISO 9000 series. These 
companies should be able to make use of the existing mariagement and controlling systems in 
establishing an environmental management system without being forced to comply with the 
requirements of ISO 9000. 

If environmental management standards are modelled too closely on ISO 9000 this would have che 
absurd consequence that companies which have excellent eco-controlling systems in place may not 
get certification if ;he documentation of the system is not as well developed as its imolementation. 
Basically, however. the gap between the standards institutions for quality and environmental 
management will narrow in the medium or long term. Today, however, it can be stated that the 
smaller a company is the more difficulties it will have 1n dealing with the terms used in the ISO 9000 
standard series. The type of system standard used in the ISO 9000 series does not have any tradition 
in the German-speaking area. The description of what has to be regulated alone without any hint as to 
how to do it will create uncertainties for the user - not only in the field of environmental protection. 

Therefore it will be up to the individual companies to choose whether they want to model their 
environmental management system on quality management or not. 
The different design of systems developed under these two approaches will. due to the differences in 
t~e u:-:der1ying ideologies, spawn cer1ain conflicts. Certification bodies for ISO 9000 may mostly 
consider the formal aspects of the environmental management system and place less emphasis on 
the identification and assessment of envircnmentaf impacts Environmental verifiers who validate a 
company's environmental management system without reference to ISO 9000 may set their priorities 
exactly the other way round, p~tting most stress on lhe improvement of Hie environmental 
performance of the company in question 
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ACCOUNTING 
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REQUIREMENTS OF THE 
EMAS - REGUlATION 

Further Targets 

Good Management Practi 
(Annex l.D.) 

Economically Viable 
Application of the B 
Available Techn gy 
(EVABAD 

Legal Compliance 

continual improvement 

Figure 2 
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Parameters of the input/output-analysis 
on the total corporate level 

INPUT OUTPUT 

Figure:; 

value weight value weight 

I. Materials 

1.1.raw materials 
1. 1. l .primary 

raw materials 
1. 1.2.secondcry 

raw materials 
1.2.obtained materials 
1.3.supporting materials 
1.4.packaging materials 
1.4. 1.purchased product 

packaging 
1.4.2.supplied repackaging 
1.5. operational material 

II. Energy + 
Environment 

2. 1.energy carriers 
2.1. 1.gaseous 
2. 1.2.llquid 
2.1.3.solid 
2. 1.4.electric 
2. 1.5.ofher energy carriers 
2.2.water obtaining 
2.3.use of ground 

I Ill. Products I 
3.1.products 
3.2.product packaging 
3.3.joint by-products 

IV. Emissions 1 

4.1.solid waste 
4.1.1.recyclable materials 
4.1.2.trade waste 
4.1.3.hazardouswaste 
4.2.wastewater 
4.3.waste air 
4.4.waste heat 
4.5.noise 
4.6.other emissions 

(e.g. radiation) 
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PARTICIPATION IN THE EMAS SCHEME 

0 ADOPT A COMPANY ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY 
o Providing for compliance with all relevant regulatory 

requirements regarding the environment 

Figure 5 

o Including commitments aimed at the raisonable continuous 
improvement of. environmental performance 

o Corresponding to economically viable application of best 
available technoiogy 

0 CONDUCT ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 

0 INTRODUCE 
o Environmental programme 
o Environmental Management System 

0 CARRY OUT SITE AUDITS BY INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL 
AUDITORS 

0 SET OBJECTIVES AIMED AT THE CONTINUOUS 
IMPROVEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE 

0 PREPARE AN ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT . 

0 VALIDATION BY ACCREDITED ENVIRONMENTAL VERIFIERS 
of environmental policy, programme, management system, review 
or audit procedure and environmental statement 

0 SUBMISSION TO THE COMPETENT BODY; REGISTRATION 

0 COMPANIES MAY USE THE STATEMENT OF PARTICIPATION 

T: r:0pyrigl by IOW 
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TRADE IMPUCA110NS OF INTERNA110lVAL 
STANDARDS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

(ISO 14000 Series) 

Respor.se to qlllSlionnaire 
Dr11fl 13 Odober 1995 

Prq>11red by 
lndustri11l &don 11nd Environment Dfrision and 

H•llWln Rno11rce, EntaprisL 11nd Private Sedor Dnelopment Division 

1. Prospects for ISO 140001 

1.1 Development of environmental issues 

1.1.1 Environmental polici~; and legislation 

With few exceptions the countries had established environmental policies, but 
everywhere there were respondents whv were not aware of all the environmental 
requirements_ Indeed, only two thirds of the respondents were fully aware of the content 
of their country's environmental degradation. One standards body in Africa and one 
industry association in Latin America answered that the content of environmental laws 
was completely unknown to them and one third of the respondents admitted they were 
only partly aware of environmental legislation_ 

Even fewer respondents were well informed about voluntary agreements_ Only 37 per 
cP..nt claimed to be fully aware of voluntary agreements, with 54 per cent conceding that 
they were partly aware_ The remainder, one respondent from Africa and three from Latin 
America, replied thzr they were not aware of the content of any voluntary agreements_ 

1.1.2 Environmental awareness 

In most of the responding countries the Governments had launched campaigns to 
promote general environmental awarene:;s without focusing 0·1 particular sectors. China, 
however, concentrated its pol!cy on large national compani~. 

In most countries businesses faced pressure to avoid environmental damage. 
Environmental organizations and Governments were the main forces promoting 
environment-friendiy production. There were, however, domestic customers and 
imponers that exened hardly any pressure. Consumer organizations were also very weak 
in this respect. Overseas customers were fairly imponant in Asia and less so in the other 
regions. 

About 90 per cent of the respondents rer.ognized growing pressure to avoid 
environmental damage in their country. The remainder expected presi;ure to remain 
constant; none foresaw it declining_ About 80 per cent believed that compliance with ISO 
14000 would reduce pressure on companies, and about I 0 per cent felt the opposite. 

1 
Note that by the time the survey was carried out only draft documents of the TC 

207 were available. 
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1.2 Awareness of ISO 14000 Series 

For all tvpes of companies and institutions, awareness was highest in Asia and Latin 
America; in eastern Europe 1t was unevenly distributed. African respondents showed the 
lowest awareness levels. The Ghana Chamber of Commerce regretted having been badly 
informed about the development of the standards, making it unable to inform its 
members. Similarly, a respondent in Nigeria complained that the ISO 14000 draft should 
have been sent to all countries regardless of ISO membership. 

Even though overall awareness differed greatly from one region to another, the relative 
awareness of the various types of companies and institutions did not vary greatly. 
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The groups that were most aware of the ISO 14000 draft were naturally national 
standards bodil!S. On average, consultants and training organizations were in second 
place, r:.mltinati.:mal companies in third. Least aware were in all regions were SMEs and 
importers 

This result reflects the close relationship between either the need or willingness to 
implement the standard and the level of awareness. Those sectors and institutions that 
were not likely to be very affected by the standard were more or less unaware of its 
existence, partly owing to a lack of interest and partly to a lack of information. 

1.2.1 Familiarity with the ISO 14000 draft 

Much as with awareness, fewer respondents in Africa had seen a draft of the ISO 14000 
series, whereas about 70 per et:nt in Asia and 80 per cent in Latin Ameri~ and the 
Caribbean had seen it. None of the respondents from the Russian Federation and 
Romania had had the opportunity to read the standard, whereas both respondents from 
Turkey v;cre familiar with it. 

Most institutional respondents had received a copy by virtue of their country's 
membership in ISO; industry had beer: informed by national standards bodies. Other 
bodies had had the opportunity to learn about the ISO 14000 series through articles and 
publications. 

1.2.2 Understanding of the ISO 14000 series 

Generally speaking, there appeared to be great difficulties in understanding the 
prospective ISO 14000 series. In Asia, however, Governments, consultants and 
accreditation and certification bodies seemed to have a fairly good understanding of the 
prospective standard. In Latin America and Africa even those bodies that had been most 
involved with the standards said that they did not understand the draft very well. 
Understandi:tg was particularly poor in Africa, but only slightly better in Latin America, 
where only accreditation- and certification bodies comprehended the standards at least 
partly. An in all, consumers were expected to be the groups with least understanding of 
the ISO 14000 series, but there were also very few SMEs who comprehended the 
standard. It should be noted, however, that ;;.,nsumers, just like SMEs, had not had the 
opportunity to learn about and to understand the standard. 

1.3 Participation in the development of ISO 14000 

The proportion of countries participating in the development of the standard was 85 per 
cent in Latin America and the Caribbean and 60 per cent in Asia. In eastern Europe and 
Africa only one third of the responding countries had participated in its development 

1.4 Promotion of awareness about ISO 14UOO 

Even though almost all Governments had supported the development of an 
environmental conscience, very few had publicized ISO 14000. In Africa and Latin 
America, only one respondent in each region had noticed any special government ~ffort 
to promote awareness of ISO 14000. Yet awareness :>f the standard was relatively high in 
l c:.tin America, and most respondents were familiar with its contents. In Africa, the lack 

------ -------- ---------·------------------·--·---------------------------------·-----
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of government commitment was reflected in the low level of awareness and the lack of 
knowledge and understanding of the standards. The Government of Turkey had promoted 
awareness for ISO 14000, but the Governments of Romania and the Russian Federation 
had not Only the Asian Governments were relatively active in this respect Five of the 
nine surveyed countries had launched an awareness campaign for the new standards. 

1.5 Implementation of ISO 14001 (environmental management systems) 

1.5.1 Reasons for implementing ISO 14001 

The reasons for implementing ISO 1400 I are shown in order of importance in figure 2 . 

The main reason for a company's readiness to implement ISO 14001 was to demonstrate 
conformity to legislation_ Especially in Asian countries, this reason was important, 
whereas in Africa it was less so. The second most important reason was t<rreduce the 
costs of implementing environmental mandatory standards. In Latin America this reason 
was the decisive one_ In Africa the most important reason was to meet overseas 
environmental legislation, an argument that was also very often forwarded in the other 
regions_ Respondents generally were not sure if meeting self-imposed targets, improving 
staff morale or reinforcing management control could be reasons to implement ISO 
14001. Asian respondents for the most part even denied that implementation would 
improve staff morale_ Meeting the demand of domestic customers was the least important 
ar5Ument in favour of applying for ISO 14000 certification. 

Similarly, for SMEs the most important reason by far was to demonstrate conformity to 
legislation. Achieving efficiency in implementing mandatory and voluntary 
environmental standards also appear to have been essential for SMEs_ Least important 
were improvement of staff morale, meeting of self-imposed targets and strengthening of 
the market share. 
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Figl.lre 2 Reasons for implementing ISO 1400 I 

4.5.2 Reasons for not implementing ISO 14001 

Of the factors that were expected to deter companies from implementing ISO 14001, the 
lack of awareness of benefits was the most common. In Africa the lack of technical 
equipment was another important argument, just as it was in Asia; it wao; off ar less 
relevance in Latin America or eastern Europe. The lack of consultants was more 
important in Africa than in any of the other regions. In Latin America, Asia and ea!>tem 
Europe it was a lack of manag~ment commitment that kept companies from applying 
ISO 14001. But the high t:".o::.ts of setting up an environmental managment system also 
kept companies from participating in the scheme, especially in Latin America and eastern 
Europe. Few respondents cited impracticability of the standards as an argument against 
their implementation. 

For SMEs, the most important reason~ ~ not applying ISO 14001 was the cost of setting 
up an environmental management system. The lack of consultanc1 and of awareness of 
the potential benefits were other weighty counter-arguments. Just as for business in 
general, t"e ISO 14000 series was not considered impracticable for SMEs either. 

1.6 Expected c, Jsts and benefits 

1.6.1 Financia~ burden of existing mandatory standard~ 

Perceptions on whether or not compliance with existing mandator; standards was a 
c:ignificant burden on business varied, depending on whether the respondent was a 
representative of industry or of administration; it V'1fied also between the regions. 
Whereas about I 0 per cent of the respondents did not see existing mandatory standards as 
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a significant burden on business, about 50 per cent saw trouble in some cases and 40 per 
cent vifwed legislation as an onerous charge 

1.6.2 Financial burden of voluntary agreements 

Half of the respondents could not comment en the effects of \'Oluntary agreements 
because such agreements did not exist in their country or the respondents were not aware 
of them. Among representatives of administrative bodies, only four believed voluntary 
agreements were a burden on companies, whereas most of the industry representatives 
thought they were. Companies in Latin :unerica and eastern Europe seemed to have least 
prob~~ms with voluntary agreements, whereas African and Asian ones found compliance 
rather difficult. 

1.6.3 Comparison of compliance costs 

Systematic data on the costs of compliance with mandatory standards, voluntary 
agreements and, prospectively, ISO 1400 I are not available as fewer than half of the 

respondents answered the cost question. Most of those who answered thought the costs of 
mandatory compliance were about 2 per cent of production costs. About 30 per cent of 
the respondents, primarily from Africa, thought that the costs of mandatory compliance 
would be over 5 per cent of production costs. Similarly, slightly more than half of the 

respondents thought that the costs of voluntary agreemrnts would be less than 2 per cent 
of production costs, but about 10 per cent thought it would be greater than 5 per cent. 

Estimated costs (% of production costs) 

No cost < I I -2 2 -5 >5 

Mandatory standards 0 30% 30% 10% 30% 

Voluntary agreements 0 56% 6% 25% 13% 

ISO 14001 17% 28% 11% 11% 33% 

Table 1 Distribution of responses on compliance costs 

The respondents were less certain about the costs of complying with ISO 1400 I, given 
the distribution of their answers. About half of the respondents thought that the costs of 
meeting ISO 1400 I would be less than 2 per cent of production costs, approximately 15 
pea cent (all administratior. bodies) thought there would be no costs at all and 
approximately one third from both from administrative bodies and industry expected the 
costs to be greater than 5 per cent of production costs. 

1.6.4 Incorporating compliance costs into product prices 

About 60 per cent of the respondents believed that compliance costs could, at least for 
the most ~a!'t, be incorporated into product prices Only 4 per cent of them thought that 
would be impossible 

r 
l 
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1.6.5 Cost ~haring 

When asked about their suggestions for a distribution of the costs related to 
implementing ISO 14001, industry and administration bodies had a sim;lar opinion: 
Governments should bear the costs of awareness campaigns, whereas companies should 
take over consultancy costs, implementation costs and certification costs (figure 3). 
Promotional costs should be shared equally between Governments and companies. Few 
respondents suggested that customers be directly made to cover the costs. 

Suggested o~nlsationst.o bearthe costsoffSO 1.\001 
implementation and awareness. · 
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Figure J Cost sharing for ISO 14001 

1.6.6 Industry migration due to compliance costs 

Even though burdens may differ among countries, both industry representatives and 
ad1:tinistration bodies thought that costs of compliance with ISO 14001 would not cause 
companies to migrate. Only some Asian and Latin American respondents thought that it 
would cause companies to relocate to other regions. 

1.6.7 Potential benefits of implementing ISO 14001 

Administration bodies perceived more than industry representatives the benefits of 
applying ISO 14001. The majority of administration bodies estimated the potential to 
save inputs at I 0 - 30 per cent, whereas industry, on average, estimated less than 10 per 
cent. Only three African administration bodies were of the opinion that implementing 
ISO 14001 would not lead to any input saving at all By contrast, the Indian standards 
body estimated the potential of input saving at more than 50 per cent Figure t.. 

illustrates the input saving potential as estimated by all respondents 
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Figure t. Input saving potential 

Similarly, administration bodies held a more optimistic view of the possibilities of 
improving the market position by implementing ISO 14001 _ Unanimously they expected 
a strengthening of the market position for companies, although to varying extents. The 
majority of the industry representatives also thought that their markP.t position would be 
improved by adopting ISO 14001, but several expected very little positive effect or even 
none on their market position. 

1.7 Infrastructure for ISO 14001 

1.7.1 Accreditation bodies 

In all regions, respondents in about 50 per cent of the countries thought that a national 
accreditation body for ISO 1400I would be established. The respondents in one quarter 
of the countries did not know whether such a body would be set up or not They 
envisioned the types of infrastructure shown in annex 4. The remainder said their 
countries would not have a national accreditation body. About 65 per cent of the 
respondents held the view that accreditation bodies should be public and 10 per cent (the 
respondents from Argentina and Ghana) thought they should be private. One quarter of 
the respondents did not have an opinion. All of the bodies would accredit domestic 
certification bodies. More than half of them would also accredit overseas and 
international certification bodies. 

Respondents were convinced that most of their countries would seek mutual recognition 
agreements with other countries, but they considered it premature to suggest partner 
countries. Still, respondents from Argentinia, Ghana, Indonesia and Pakistan thought that 
agreement would be sought with European and United States c..\.-Creditation bodies. The 
respondent from Malawi suggested a convention on mutu:\I recognition among all ISO 
member countries; a respondent from Bolivia suggested doing so with as many countries 
as possible Nigeria would profit from an agreement with the Economic Community of 

'West African States (ECOWAS). 
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1.7.1.1 Single accreditation bods/or ISO 9000 and ISO UOOJ 

Three quarters of the respondents supported the view that there should be a single 
accreditation body for both ISO 9000 and ISO 14001 registration (figure •. ) In Latin 
America all responder.ts except one shared this opinion Only in Africa did most of the 
respondents speak in favour of establishing separate accreditation bodies. 

Should there be ai single AccredlbtUon Body for both ISO 14CB1 and 
ISO 9000 registration? 

--

Figure 5 Single accreditation body for ISO 9000 and ISO 1400 I 

Most respondents took the view that a single body would be useful because the standards 
were analogous. In that way, existing infrastructure could be used, taking advantage of 
experience, skills and synergies and thus saving costs_ The system would be less complex 
and confusion could be avoided. Respondents from Barbados and the Philippines 
suggested that environmental management systems (EMS) should be completely 
integrated into total quality management (TQM) and thus be administered by the same 
institution. Other respondents, by contrast, feared that administering both standards 
would overload a single body and prevent it from being able to provide its services in a 
satisfying manner. The respondc...1t from Indonesia argued that ISO 9000 :rnd ISO 14000 
belonged to different spheres of government, which would make it difficult to unify 
administration bodies. Still, others opposed the creation of a single body for both 
standards because there were substantive differences between quality and environmental 
issues_ 

1.7.1.2 International acceptance 

Most respondents expected their national accreditation bodies to have difficulties in 
meeting the requirements for international acceptance. Only respondents from Pakistan, 
the Philippines, Sri Lanka and Taiwan Province did not foresee any problems at all On 
average, Asia's prospective accreditation bodies seemed likely to be best equipped to 
meet international requirements. African respondents unanimously thought that their 
bodies would face great trouble in securing international recognition 

1.7.2 National certification schemes 

Th~re was a lo! of uncenainty ahout whether countries would set up a national 
cenification scheme for ISO 14001. More than half of the responding countries would 
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Still, the respondents of two thirds of the countries thought such a scheme should be 
created. Overall only 13 per cent of the countries had decided to put ir. place a 
certification scheme; in one third of them the matter was unclear 

One half of the respondents took the view that certification bodies should be public and 
one third supported private bodies. In Africa, Asia and eastern Europe. a majority spoke 
in favour of public certification bodies. Only Latin American respondents unanimously 
preferred private bodies. Almost 90 per cent of the respondents proposed that domestic 
certification bodies should register domestic companies, pubiic or private About 60 per 
cent held the view that they should also certify domestic companies based overseas, and 
approximately 45 per cent advoc.ated the certification of overseas companies 

1.7.2.1 International acceptance 

National certification bodies, like domestic accreditation bodies were expected to face 
difficulties in meeting the requirements for international acceptance. African certification 
bodies were seen likely to have the greatest trouble in securing international recognition. 
Still, respor.dents from the Philippines and Taiwan Province did not expect their 
certification bodies to have any problems at all. 

1.7.2.2 Single certification body/or ISO 9000 and ISO 14001 

As with accreditation bodies, about 70 per cent of the respondents suggested using the 
same certification bodies for ISO 9000 and ISO 14000 certification Only in Africa did 
half of the respondents advocate :;eparate bodies for these standards 

1.7.3 Resources and constraints 

In general, respondents expected to have some difficulties in accessing the resources 
needed to meet ISO 1400 I (figure ti ). Especially in Africa, respondents faced trouble, 
whereas in A!iia and Latin America a respectable number expected to have easy access to 
the necessary resources. A lack of local consultants was one of the major constraints on 
companies that would be willing to implement ISO 1400 l. In Africa the lac:~ of 
consultancy was particularly striking. Only three respondents, from Argentina, India and 
Pakistan, were content with the availability of consultants. As a consequence, companies 
would have to rely at least partly on overseas expertise. African respondents in partio1lar 
expected a high degree of dependence on foreign consultants 
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Figure 6 Access to resources 

1.1 /SO 14001 and trade 

Existing overseas environmental requirements did not have the same effect on all 
responding countries or organizations. In each of the regions the number of those who 
felt exports had been hindered by overseas environmental legislation was almost equal to 
the number of those who felt it had not been. Only in African countries did a clear 
majority of organizations and companies consider overseas environmental standards an 
obstacle to trade. In particular, the European Union regulations (EMAS) as well as 
various product standards were considered to have a negative effect on trade. 

Figure 7 ISO 14001, barrier to trade? 

By contrast, the majority of the respondents expected ISO 14001 to strengthen non-tariff 
barriers to trade (figure 1 ). In Asia, this fear was particularly widespread, even though 
most respondents also feared a loss of market if ISO 14001 was not introduced. Sri 
Lanldl and Tunisia expected their products to be rejected by customers. Nigeria and 
Brazil foresaw a multitude of approaches, standards and regulations. Brazil had had a 
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particularly bad experience with the subjectivity of the European Union re!,."'lllations and 
other national standards_ A respondent from Pakistan feared it would be difficult to 
convince Cllstomers of the environmental efforts taken during production 

1.1.1 Measures to mitigate the negati\·e effects oflSO 14001 on international trade 

The respondents identified a number of measures that could reduce the negative effects 
of ISO 1400 I on international trade: 

• The respondents from Thailand and the United Arab Emirates emphasized that ISO 
14001 had to be maintained on a voluntary basis_ Making it obligatory would definitely 
raise a barrier to trade. Most other countries called for unification of the cenification 
scheme, because the lack of recognition and differences between schemes were the main 
obstacle to obtaining equal opportunities for all participants_ 

•One respondent from India suggested that international organizations like UNIDO, the 
World Bank or the World Trade Organization could grant financial help to developing 
countries_ A Colombian respondent advocated worldwide promotion of awareness. 
provision of training and technical support for industry and up-grading of national 
environmental standards to accord with international requirements An Indonesian 
respondent supponed the latter idea_ He said improvement and stricter implementation of 
national environm ... ntal legislation would help to overcome the disparities between 
develo?ed and developing countries_ 

• Cl.ilean and Indian respondents spoke in favour of a phased introduction of the 
standard, to give sufficient time to adapt it gradually_ 

•The respondent from Barbados thought that incc.rporating EMS into TQM and QSAR 
structures would be the appropriate way to avoid barriers to trade_ 

• Quite a few respondents shared the opinion that the more common the standard 
became, the more barriers to trade would shrink. On the other hand, there were 
respondents who did not see any possibility of reducing barriers to trade within the 
framework of ISO 14001. 

1.9 Eco-labelling 

Most respondents found that the diversity of national eco-labels hindered their cxpon 
opportunities Only one Pakistani company and one Pakistani industry association did not 
have any problems with overseas eco-labels. Eighty per cent of the respondentc; were 
therefore convinced that internationally recognized labels would improve expon 
opportunities Only two respondents from India were not so sure about the positive 
effects of international recognition_ Altogether, 90 per cent of the respondentc; believed 
that an international environmertal labelling guideline like ISO 14020 could indeed lead 
to harmonization 

1.10 Conclusion 

The biggest problem related to the introduction of ISO 14000 was the lack of recognition 
for local accreditation and certification bodies and local certificates Such a lack would 

[ 
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make the standard useless, and it would merely be a protectionist instrument for 
developed countries_ Therefore the need to harmonize certification procedures was the 
top concern expressed by the respondents_ International rec:ognition institutions were 
suggested, but QSAR was not expected to work very effectively Furthermore the process 
of awarding the certificate needed to be more transparent 
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ISO TC 207 Environmental Management 

ISO!fC 207 Environmental Management consists of the following working 
groups belonging to SC I ,2 and 4: 

SCI Environmental Management Systems 
WG I EMS specification ····-------------------------·-·--···--····-···-·---·--Number I .:lOO I 
WG2 EMS guidelines ·-··--···--------·----·-----·--·-------·-·--···--·----··---Number I .:tOOO 

SC2 Environmental Auditing 
WG I General Principles ·--···----------------------------·--······--··----···-Number l-W I 0 
WG2 Audit procedures ··--·-------------·----·--·--------······----··-·---··---Number I-tO 11 
\VG3 Qualification of Auditors --···--·---------------··---··--···--·---·---Numher I .:lO 12 
WG4 Other types of environmental investigation 

SC3 Environ mental labelling·---------------------·-------· Number I-h)2 I 

SC4 Environmental performance evaluation 
\VG Indicators for management system performance 
\VG Indicators for operatinal system performance 

SCS Life cycle assessment ········------------------------·----·Number I-w.:to 

SC6 Definitions 

[ 
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Comparison of compliance costs 

Estimated costs 
(

0/o of production costs) 

No < 1 Ofo 1 Ofo -2°/o 2°/o -5°/o > 5°/o 
cost 

Mandatory 0 30% 30% 10% 30°/o 
standards 

Voluntary 0 56~1o 6% 25% 13°/o 
agreements 

ISO 14001 17% 28% 11% 11~~ 33% 
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Should there be a single accreditation body for both 
ISO 14001 and ISO 9000 registration? 
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National labels hinder export opportunities 
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Cleaner Production 

Cleaner Production is the continuous application of an integrated 
preventive environmental strategy to process and products to reduce risks 
to humans and the environment. 

For production processes, CP includes conserving raw materials and 
energy, eliminating toxic processing materials and reducing the 
quantity and toxicity of all emissions and wastes before they leave a 
production process. 

For products, the approach focuses on the reduction of environmental 
impacts along the entire life cycle of a product, from raw material 
extraction to the ultimate disposal of the product, by appropiate product 
design. 

... ..... 
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UNIDO CP Programme 

1. Formulating Policies ans Strategies for CP 

2. Building Institutional Capacities for CP 

3. Identifying CP opportunities for Industry at the Sectorial and Enterprise 

level (sectorial approach) 

I -~ 
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UNIDO ESID Conference 

- Protection of eco-capacity 
- Efficient use of human, 

material and energy resources 
- Equity in sharing the environmental 

burdens as well as outputs of 

World Industry Conference 
on Environmental 
Management 1991 

Business charter for 
sustainable development 

industrialization 1.----U-N_C_E_D-
1
-
9
-
9
-
2
---.1 

Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, Agenda 21 
Chapter 30 of Agenda 21 ~alls for promotion of cleaner production 

Cleaner Production I 

Z> 
Establishment of NCPCs 

.. ...-
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Barriers to Cleaner Industrial Production 

• Legislative and regulatory regime 
• Confusion between CP and End-of-Pipe 
• Lack of awareness of benefits 
• lTnsuitability of some techniques and technologies 
• Lack of info about technology options 
• Lack. of technical personnel 
• Perception of local inability to offer appopriate advice 
• Cost of technology 
• Cultural factors 
• Funding difficulties among SMEs 

I -00 -I 
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Programme Objectives 

To facilitate the transfer of technical information and technology from 

developed and developing countries to industrial enterprises and 

environmental management agencies in developing countries in order for 

them to incorporate cleaner industrial production in their industrial 

pollution reduction programmes 

... 
OD ..... 



NCPC Functions 

• Promote cleaner industrial production concept through dissimination 
of information 

• Organize demonstration projects in ir1dustrial establishments 
• Coordinate training programmes in cleaner industrial production 

practices 
• Identify the needs and provide advisory services to industry and 

• cornpan1es 
• Stimulate applied research on CP techmnologies and obstacles to their 

uti 1 izati on 
• Provide advice to key policy-makers of the advantases of incorporating 

the CP approach in environmental policies 
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What are appropriate goals for CP programmes? 

• Demonstration 

• Dissemination 

• Integration 
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DRAFT 

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION 

SUB/SECTORIAL REVIEWS FOR THE NCPCs 

INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION AND CLEANER TECHNOLOGIES 
CHAPTER ON 

IRON FOUNDRY INDUSTRY 

This chapter belongs to the subsectorial reviews produced by the Environmental and Energy 
Branch of the Industrial Sector Environmental Division of Ui-.iIDO. It is a revision of the 
available technical books, papers and previous UNlD0 reports. It is int~nded primarily for the 
use in the NCPCs. The interpretations and conclusions expressed in ~his paper are entirely 
those of the authors(s) and should not be attributed in any manner to UNIDO. UNTDO does 
not guarantee the accuracy of the data included in this publication and accepts no 
responsibility what£0ever for any consequence of their use. 
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·THE IRON FOUNDRIES 

1. INTRODUCl"ION ... :# ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

2. PROCESS DESCRIPTION ..................................... 2 

2.1 Process Description and Flow Diagrams 
2.2 Raw Mater;als and Waste Production Charts 
2.3 General Waste Description 

3. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES........................... . 14 
3.1 Melting 
3 .2 Molten metal treatment 
3.3 Casting (Pouring & Cooling) 
3.4.Cleaning 
3 5 Coating 
3.6 Core and Mold Production 
3. 7 Reducing enegy consumption in foundries 

4. BIBLIOGRAPHY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
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UN/ECE Worldng Party on Steel's Activities 
on Environmental Issues 

(9.10'95) 

UNITED NATIONS 

ECONOMIC COMMISSION 
FOR EUROPE 

Th(. Working Party on Steel of the Economic Commission for Europe places great 

importance on jssues concerning the st~el industry and the environment. 

Although the Working Party on Steel has dealt with environmental issues for a long time 

in its publications on iron and steel scrap and the recuperation of by-products of the iron and the 

steel industry, the first concrete approach was made in 1991 when the Working Party organized a 

Seminar on Producer's and User's Metallurgical Requirements in the Welding of Steel Products in 

Kiev, Ukraine. During the Seminar, it was recommended that particular attention be given to 

environmental questions in the iron and steel industries. 

This recommendation was confirmed during the 47th session of the ECE which was held 

in April 1992 in Geneva. After that, the Workmg Party organized a Seminar on Metallurgy and 

Ecology in 1993 in Nanc-y, France. 

At this seminar, the partic1pants recommended that the Working Party take up the issues 

of environmental management, recycling of iron and steel products and by-products, en"1ronmental 

safety standards and the harmonization of regulations m countnes belonging to the ECE. This 

recommendation was confirmed during the 3rd session of the Working Party on Steel which was 

held in October 1993 in Geneva. 

To carry out the recommendations of tl1e paruc1pants of the Nancy Semmar, the Working 

Party organized the first Meeting of a Group of F.xperls on the Steel lndus/ry and the Environmenl 

in Geneva m March 1994 and decided to create a programme entitled "Metallurgy and E"-ology" m 

its programme of work 
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Upon the recommendation of the Experts on the Steel Industry and the Environment. the 

fourth session of the Wc:-kmg Party on Steel (1994) decided that the Working Party should serve 

as an information cuculat10n centre and should seek to develop greater transparency m the 

sustainable development of the steel industry by becoming involved m the training and retrammg 

of steel workers, standardization of measurements, recycling and re-use of metallurgical scrap and 

waste from the steel industry and the encouragement of the uulization of technologies best swted • 

to the situation in each country. The Working Party was also recommended to pay particular 

attention to the development of those issues in the countnes in transition 

In line wi~ these recommendations the Working Party adopted several activities in its 

programme of work on the steeJ industry and the en•monment. In the field of scrap, the sixth 

updating of the biannual publication '1ron and Steel Scrap: its Significance and Influence on Further 

Developments in the Iron and Steel Industries" was completed and will be published in October 

1995. Following the Seminar on the Steel Industry and Recycling, organized in April 1995 in 

Dusseldorf, Germany, a follow-up Seminar on Processing, Utilir.ation and Disposal of Waste 

l'tfaterials in the Steel Industry will be organized in June 1996 in Balatonszeplak, Htmgary. A 

Directory of organir.ations which conduct work on the steel industry and the environment is being 

prepared for publication in March 1996. Finally, the Working .r>arty is addressing issues related to 

the harmonization of environmental regulauons in the economies in transition. To this end, 1t 

considers projects that could further the exchange of mformation between steel producers and 

government representatives leading towards greater harmomzat1on. 

The second Meeting of Group of Experts on the Steel Industry and the Em-i,-onmenJ 

which will be held in Geneva in March 1996 will discuss the future act1vmes of the Working Party 

on Steel on the environmental issues. 

r 
l 
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1. Introduction 

Mr Chairman. ladies and gentlemen. 

I am glad to have this opportunity to tell you something about the cnvironmentul 

activities of the Working Party on Steel of the Un;tcd Notions Economic Commission. 

2. Introducine FCE 

Let me introduce very briefly my orgomzation. The Economic Commission for F.urope 

only permanent intergovernmental fon•m for economic cooperation covering all the countries 

of Europe and North America. 

ECE rc!tponds rapidly to the need! of its member countries. Several factors help BCE 

to meet this challenge. Tho first i!I a weulth of experience in the study and analysis of 

nationa1 economics and in the promotion of cooperation among all countries of the region. 

ECE has als.o accumulated expertise m developing regional strategies. concepts and polic~ 

recommendations and in drawing up intemationul conventions. particularly in thc: fields of 

environmontal protcctJon and transport. 

ECE has four Working Parties in its lndu!ltry ar.d Technology Div:sion. which study 

the chemical industry, standardi1.ation. cnginocring industries as well as steel. TI1e Division 

also acts as secretariat to the Senior Advisers to ECE Governments on Science and 

• echnology. 

3. Environmental Activities of die Wonting Party on Steel 

Among other act1vitic3 the Workmg l'artv on Steel of tho Economic"Commiss1on 

place!' great importance on cnvironmcntul issues 1Il the steel industry. For a long tune. the 
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Working Party on Steel has issued publications on iron and steel scrap and others such as the 

recuperation of by-products of the iron and steel industry However. the first concrete 

nppronch to nddress the complex issues involved was mado in l99l when the Workins Party 

orgmized a Scmin•1r on Producer's und lJser's Metullurgical Re.quirements m the Welding of 

Steel Products in Kiev. Ukraine During the Seminar it was recommended that attention be 

given to environmental questions w the iron and steel industries. 

Thus. the Working Party organized a Seminhr on Metallurgy and Ecology in 1993 in 

Nancy. France. At this seminar. participants recommen:led that the Working Party set up an 

expert group to discuss issues misted to envuonment11l monag.~ment. Accordmgly. the 

Working Pany created a Group of Expcns on the Steel Industry and the Environment and tlus 

Group met for the first time in March 1994 in Geneva. 

During its discussions, the Group of Experts recommended that the Working Party 

promote greater transparency in the sustainable devclopmmt uf the steel industry, including 

training end retraining of steel workers, standardii'.&tion of cnvironmaital measurements, 

rccyelinc and the re-use ,,~ metallurgical scrap raid waste from the steel mdustry. and 

encourage the utilization of technologies best suited to the particular situat:on in each country 

It was also recommended that particular attention be paid to the development of these issues 

in the countries in transition. 

To carry out these rocorrmcndations the founh SC!l!lion of the Working Party which 

was held in October 1994 in Geneva decided to create a programme entitled RMctalJurgy and 

EcologyR in its programme of work. 

In hne with the recommendations of the Group of Experts, the Working Party adopted 

several acuviues m its programme of work on the steel industry and the environment in the 

field of scrap, the sixth updating of the bi~uual pubhcution "Iron <ind Steel Scrap ltS 

Significance w1d Influence on Further Developments in the Iron an<l Steel Industries" wi.ls 

completed and wilt be published in November 1995 

A Seminar on the Steel Industry and Recycling was ofgM1zed in Arm! 1995 in 

Dussd<lorf. Germany. The Semu1ar Wft!. attended by 19'.' part1c1p:mts from 17 countries an<l 

• 
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3 mtemallona! organizations and 52 pape1s were presented ·me participants agreed that 

environmental control was n costly exercise which had an impact on mtemat1onal competitton. 

and thnt maintainir.g the balance between ecology and economy was n vital task. They 

r~ommcnded that the considerntion of those factors could take place under UN/ECE auspices, 

for instance by bringing together a selected number of highly qualified experts working on 

specific topics of concern tc the steel industry. Another recommendation wa~ to ensure a 

follow-up to the Dfisseldorf Seminar. Accordmgly. a Seminar on Processing, Utilization and 

D1"i>osal of Waste Matf:rials in the Steel Jndustry will be organizeJ in June 1996 m 

Balatonszer'ak, Hungary. 

In addition, a directory of organi.7.ations which conduct work OI" the steel industry and 

the environment js being prepared for publicauon in Morch 1996. Finally, the Working Party 

1s addressing issues related to the harmonization of environmental regulations m the 

economies in transition. To this end. it is considering projects that could further the exchange 

of information between steel producers and government representatives lead;ng towards 

greater harmonization. 

Before the Hungarian Seminar, the Group of Experts on the Stool Industry and the 

Environrnmt will have its second Meeting in Geneva in March next year. Wo are expecung 

very positive participation in that Meeting and would like to have suggcs:ions and proposals 

rcgnrdmg the future environmental activities of the Working Pwty. For instance, we would 

like to exi)and our work on t11e harmonizat10n of environmental regulations and help 

stcclmakers adopt effective enviroumCT?ta! 1murngement methods. We are open to any 

su~gestions from you in that regard. Your suggestions will be carefully reviewed and 

discussed during the Meeting of Experts 

5. E.1<ling 

(_.ice ngain, I appreciate very much this opportun1!~ to take part in your mcctmg nnd 

to introduce the environmental activities of the lJNfECE 

TI1ank you, ladic~ and Rentlemen 
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F1ELD EXPERIENCES IN ENVIRO!\'MENTAL 
t.14/VAGEMENT, AUDITS AND TRAINING PROGR4MS 

Georg Schoerner 

There is worldwide a qrowinq acce~tance that Governmen
tal authorities and industry need to take mutual 
supportive action in order to ensure effective environ
mental manaqement in relation to steel makinq. As~ a~ 
instrument of environmental manaqement the environmen
tal audit in connection with training proqranmes play a 
very important role. 

The main objectives of this mentioned instrument are 
the protection of health, safety and welfare of both 
the industrial workforce and the qeneral population, 
the avoidance of unnecessary deqradation of the natural 
environment, the reduction of nuisance and loss of 
amenity and the wise use of natural resources. 

Environmental protection policies need to be seen as a 
whole and in relation to use of resources. 

A forward lookinq approach of the environmentally sound 
davelopment will help to ensure 

* first the wise and rational use of different sources, 
raw material and enerqy; 

* secondly, 
seen in the 
the industry 
requirements 

it will ensure that water resources are 
context not cnly of the isolated ne~ds of 
but also of the current and future overall 
of the local communitv and reqion; 

* thirdly it helps to plan the effective use of econo
mic resources, minimizing both unnecessary, excessive 
expenditure and the need for expensive and capital 
intensive retrofitting pollution control in the future. 

* Finally it helps the companies to plan its manpower 
needs in term~ of maintenance and running of abatement 
equipment as well as trainlnq of personnel irt good 
operating practices and mea3ures which have a view to 
protecting the internal and external environment. 

The aims are also to incl~de benefits and procedures of 
"cleaner production" and environmental asses:.ment 
techniques, like philosophy cf introducinq environmen
tally sound technoloqies, conc-pts and procedures of 
pollution prevention, waste minimization, cleaner tech
noloqies, sustainable developments and world trends on 
environmental issues, quality as~urance 11rid follow-up 
actions. 
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These programmes are worked out in close connection 
with related UNIDO programmes. As mentioned in an 
UNIDO-basic-document 1991, this approach will be a 
"new" one: "horizontally in the learning process and 
vertically in the practical experience process, because 
the major pollution problems found by the steel in
dustry apply to many points within one steel plant. 
These are not confined to any of the processing 
staqes". 

The environmental audit process could be devided into 
different st.epa: 

• Understandinq the processes in the plant 

* defining process inputs I process outputs I material 
and energy balance studies 

• identifying reduction alternatives to reduce the 
environmental burden 

* inte~rated financial, economical and implemental 
studies 

• implementing action plan 

Including in this scheme are three working procedures: 

• pre-audit activities (includinq: set audit objec
tives, define audit scope, select and intr~duce the 
audi~ team, review of previous audits or reviews, un
derstand activities and management systems, ensure the 
to~ management commitment) 

• on-site-activities (includinq: discussions with site 
personnel on different levels, fact-finding missions, 
assess in-plant and external environmental standards, 
evaluate audit findings and conclusions, inspect all 
the operation conditions, etc.) 

* post-audit activities (includinq: preparation of 
audit report, communication ~lth manaqement on diffe
rent levels; development of a corrective action plan; 
establishinq mechar.isms to en~ure follow-up procedures 
etc. J 

During the lecture basic informations were qiven on 
practical work In the c~urse of an project in which 
our team h5s analyzed a larqe integrated metallurgical 
µlant in the Czech Republic, it was necessary to exe· 
cute the followinq steps of the proqram: 
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* Fact-findinq-procedure and pre-audit-activities 

* Air-pollution emission monitoring and including the 
ambiant air pollution . 

* Training proqrams for key personnel 

* The environmental audit process 

* Environmental and technoloqical recommendations 

* Final report 

Audit procedures are undertaking acco~dinq to the EMAS 
(Environmental Manaqement and Audit Scheme) regula
tions, the local requlations and other standards like 
ISO 14.000 or BS 7750. 

For the different industrial plants the reaults of 
environmental audit procedures are very valuable infor
mation sources not only for their daily work but also 
for intensive planning porposes. 




